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COSTRAINTS ON S.%LWL FAlERS IN THE PRECISION LAND LEVELING
 

PROGRA IN TIE PAKISTANI PUNJAB
 

ABSTRACT
 

One of the major objectives of the on-going Precision Land Leveling
 

Program, under the direction of the On-Farm Water Hanagement Pilot Project,
 

is to level small farmer holdings. Based upon an intense cross-sectional
 

survey of 120 farmers In Punjab, this repcrt demonstrates that the Precision
 

Land Leveling Program has been largely =.uccessful in achieving this objec

tiv'e since its inception in 1976, The sampling was conducted in six major 

areas of on-farm water management activity in precision land leveling and 

watercourse improv,-.2,ut Sixty (one-half) of the farmers sampled had had 

their land and received a government
precision land leveling work done on 


subsidy in the process. The,remaining 60 represented farmers who were
 

aware of the program but chose not to participate. This report analyzes
 

the degree to which "'mall" farmers participated in the program, and iden

tifies and evaluates the main constraints on small farmer participation.
 

The major benefits and costs of land leveling (t,;th primary and secondary,
 

direct and indirect, pecuniary and nonpecuniary) are identified and evalu

ated, although no attempt was made to put a monetary value on the benefitso
 

It is demonstrated that there are major distinctions between the group of
 

farmers who participated in the program and the group who was aware of the
 

program but did not participate, with respect to farm size (ownership versus
 

operatioual sizes), education level, degree of status and power in the 

village, degree of cash farming and market orientation, type of watercourse, 

land fragmentation, tractor and tubewell ownership, and way of hearing 

about the program. Finally, the report makes several recommendations for
 

improving the Precision Land Leveling Program, including methods to 

incorporate small farmers more extensively.
 

vii 
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CONSTRAINTS ON SHALL FARMS IN THE PRECISION LAND LEVELING
 

PROGRAM IN THE PAKISTANI PUNJAB
 

Raymond Z. H. Renfro 

assisted by 1 

Muhammad lqbal Akhtar Niazi, and Abdul Ghaffar 

I. INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE OF WORK 

/ 

In the fall of 1976 the current Precision Zand Leveling (PLL)
 

program, unde" the auspices of the On-Farm Water Management (OFWH)
 

Development Project, began its operations in the Pakistani Punjab with
 

the expressed purpose of aiding small farmers in the leveling of their
 

fields toa precision of ±2 cm. The assumption made by the project
 

that by and large PLL could make fields more level and
initiators was 


sacisfy farmers to a higher degree than the leveling being done through
 

The On-Farm Water
the traditional method of the Krah and bullock. 


Management (OFWM) Directorate was established within the Ministry of
 

It was the goal of OFWM to
Agriculture to carry out the PLL program. 


reach the small farmers through a cost-sharing or subsidy program.
 

Under this program farmers owning 25 acres or lass are eligible 
to
 

receive a Government of Pakistan subsidy of 50% on up to, but not
 

The subsidy is based on the
exceeding., five acres precision leveled. 


volume (measured in cubic meters) of earth moved, and not on the 
actual
 

costs incurred. If a farmer owns, in his name, not more than 25 acres
 

and pre;sion levels more than five acres, he may receive a subsidy on
 

only the first five acres leveled. Farmers owning in excess of 25 acres
 

1/Graduate Research Assistant, Colorado State University, 
Department of
 

Economics; Sociologist and Agronomist, Colorado State 
University Water
 

Management Research Project, Pakistan, Field Staff, respectively.
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are not eligible for the cost-sharing program, but may have their land
 

leveled by a PLL team at full cost to the farmers. This PLlY'work is to 

be done by OFIWH teams throughout the country (in Punjab, Sind and NWFVP) 

in addition to their other major task of improving watercourses. 

By mid-1978, at the latest, it became apparent that the project 

was not achieving all of Its expressed goals, especially with regard to 

small farmers. The demand for precision land leveling often proved to 

exceed the supply of land-leveling teams and equipment in most (if not 

all) areas where the program was offered. There could be no doubt that 

OFWH was accomplishing one of its major goals; to level land in Pakistan. 

However, questions arose as to whether the program was adequately reach

ing the small farmer. This observation or "suspicion" was of major 

concern to many of those in USAID, the foreign exchange donors of this 

project, whose policy dictated that maximum cfforts must be made to 

reach and benefit small farmers. 

This study was initiated by Colorado State University (CSU) at the 

request of USAID %iith-he intent of seeking out and evaluating whether 

the program was achieviag Its objective of leveling small-farmer 

holdings, as well as determining why those who were having PLL done and 

were eligible for the cost-sharing (subsily) program were doing so. 

By evaluating the reasons behind the dect,.ion of whether to have
 

PLL work done or not, this study hopes to disLc .'er the degree to which 

small farmers have opted for I'LL, and the reasons why or why not adop

tion has taken place. Emphasis was placed on the distinctions between 

smill and very small farmers, and between ownership and operational 
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hoIjings, tne major pr.tv .,d benef its ant costs of PL," the farmers' 

perception.4 of the I'LL teams and of the degree of OFIWI p.rLicipation in 

the PIL work, and any problems rcountered or perceived in the subsidy 

program. 'Te constraints were dt:erd to be best investigated hy means 

of a field survey, consistiag ot farmcr Interviews. The final 

ibjective of this SLudy 1- to offer suggestions to improve the project 

with regard to its expr,'sed c' 

2,it was not the ittcnt or xjres ;ed jotrpos- of this study to coneuct a 
benefit-cost analysi:; of PII.. Rv'aders interested in benefit-cost 

vstudieS of PI. tat re.,er to: 
1. 	 Dempster, Tlr.t Ii. Preci;ion Iand le2velir Project Interim
 

Evaluation Report: ir.d Province. Unpublished paper available
 
through USAI/tP:aki .tan and SCS-U! DA/Pakistan. 1976.
 

2. 	 Dempster, Torars H. Small Private Conrractors and Precision Land 
Leveling: A ;imutari 1 Study. Inpublished paper available through 
USAI/Pakistan ane SCS-USDAPaki stan. 

J. 	 Jones, Donald F. Econoic-, of Land Leveling. Proceedings of 
Water anagement f,)r \grtctlture Seminar. Exxon Chemical Pakistan, 
Ferozsons, Katrachi. 19'. 

4. 	Jones, Donald F. Water .tanagenent and Precision Land Leveling:
 
Economic Analyris. IUnptiblished paper available through USAID/
 
Pakistan and SCS-Si)./Pak 1stan.
 

5. 	 Johnson, San If., Ch. %,lhhari~d flhs'-ain, Zahid Saved Khan, and Ch. 

Barknt All. 1he E,.onoric. of Precision TLand Leveing in Pakistan. 
Improvinglrrig~ation Water .Management on F.trrms; Atinual Technical 
Report, Colorado !4tvt |Vnivtrsit'', .hunt 1978. Appendix 22, 
pp. 501-514. 

6. 	 Elvan, Dr. Riziz Alciad Lantd Leveling: Costs and P.eturins. Unpub
Sis)hed paper avai lable through USA1D/Pakistan. 



11. RESEARCH DESIGN AND IIETHODOLOGY 

Since one of the major objecttvec of the PIA. project is to aid the 

small farmer, special emphasis was given to the small farmer in the 

3 
Out of a total sample size of 120, the design of the
questionnaires. 


farmer populations.
sampling was that all were to have buten from small 


For the purposes of this study a smll farmer Is defint-d as one whose
 

ownership land holding is not greater than 25 acres, in compliance 
with
 

This is also in accordance with
the Government of Pakistan's definition. 

the definition of a small farmer adopted by OWM, insofar as 
eligibility 

However, it was fel'
19r the cost-sharing program for PIX is concerned. 

necessary by the author to add the further distinction of "very 
small" 

of the "small" and "large" farmers, whereby a very b1llfarmer to those 

one whose farm size (either in terms of ownership or operafarmer is 

tional size of holding) is less titan 12.5 acres. In the view of most 

of CSU, SCS, and USAID members in Lahore and Islamabad constilted,
 

a land holding of Ir!s than 12.5 .cres could be alhqoately s-erviv-t. by 

12.5 acres
one-bullertk team, while holdings significantly In excess ot 
a 

more bullock teams. Since the
would necessitate the use of two or 

farmer was viewed as owning only one bullock teati, it
typical smaller 

follows that for this purpose an appropriate definition of i ver' smII 

farmer is one who operates less than 12.5 acres.
 

it.becomaes iecessarv to
before proceeding further in this vein, 

digress briefly :n order to explain the differences between onership 

the significance of this;and operational size of holdings, and 

n

3/Copies of the questi-nnaires appear in Appendix It. N o dti met
 

had hd PHI. d!t'W aii
questionnaires were used; one for those who 

received a subsidy- and , other for those who did not ik.,v I.I
 

aware of the program.
donv bt, V11o were 



distinction in Pakistan. Ownership size refers to the anount of land which 

is in the possession of a person, in his or her name only. The records of 

who owns what land are 'ieptin the sub-district (Tehail) courts as veil 

as the district courts. Whereas we would expect that they are readily 

available through the local PatwarLs (Revenue Department "tax-collectors") 

and through the land owners themselves, both farmere and OFM personnel 

told us that this was not the case, and that reliable records of land 

ownership are often not readily available. 

Operational size refers to the amount of land which is actually 

farmed by the individual concerned, which is more often than not in 

excess of ownmrship size. Land reform and Axnd ceiling legislation in 

Pakistan heralded in an era of subdivision of land holdingz in the names 

of sons, daughters, wives, and other family members in order to evade
 

surrendering land to the government for redistribution-a practice that
 

continues into the present. Add to this the prevalent custom of land
 

holders in their final will and testaments to divide their lands among
 

their sons, while only one or two brothers in a family commonly remain
 

in the village and farm the land; and it becomes apparent why operational
 

size esually exceeds ownership size. Quite simply, farmers are operating
 

land beyond what they solely own in their names (i.e., in their brothers',
 

sisters', sons', daughters', wives', etc., names), and are basing their
 

incomes on the produce and rent of all or most of this land. If several
 

brothers own land jointly, but only one or two brothers are actually 

farming the land, it is comm~on for the non-farming borthers to receive 

a certain minimal share of the produce. 

Also inclusive in the operational size category is amy land 

that is rented-in (rented from others) for farming. It is possible for 
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oVAerh*p size to eg:ed operational size. Those landholders Who allow 

their relations to "!arm and live off their land, or who rent out all 

or most of their land to others may have an operational size holding of 

zero, or at any rate considerably less titan their ownership size holding. 

However, when interviewing farmers it is almost always the case that 

their operational size exceeds their ownership size. It is for this 

reason that what is commonly referred to as "farm size" is what, this 

author has hereby defined as operational size. The distinction between
 

ownership and operational size becomes very important when discussing
 

whether a farmer is large, small or very small, and is repeatedly
 

utilized in the ensuing discussion of precision land leveling.
 

Since operational size of holding is very difficult to ascertain 

and substantiate from farmers, government programs geared toward small 

farmers are usually based solely on ownership size. It is this author's 

observation, however, that even ownership size is very difficult to 

accurately ascertain due to the ease with which records can be manipu

lated. Because government policy pays aittention only to ownership sizc, 

whenever farm size is discussed in the course of this paper both owner

ship and operational size distinctions will be presented. The hope is 

that by so doing both those who prefer to define farm size in terms of 

ownership and in terms of operational size will be satisfied. 

Not only is the distinction between ownership and operational size 

of holding a matter of some controversy, but also a matter of consider

able controversy is the definition of a small farrier in Pakistan. For 

the purposes of this study we have used the Government of Pakistan's 

definitiun of a small farmer as one who emns (in his name alone) 25 acres 

or less, and a large farmer as one who owns greater than 25 acres. The 
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"very small" category of less than 12.5 acres was added to attempt to 

obtain a higher degree of resolution within the small farmer category. 

It is by no means Intend*d to address or dispel this controversy. 

Since this study was to be completed in the relatively short period 

of three months (June-August, 1979), and also due to the fact that funds 

available for the hiring and training of researchers were limited, a 

sample size of only 120,ai) dr4iwn. The effect of the annual monsoon on the 

logistics of traveling to -villagesand intervi, wing farmers was also a 

constraint on thb sample size. The time and log~stic support constraints 

did not allow the survey to include a sampling from the provinces of 

Sind and NWFP. The constraints on small farmers in PLL may very well 

differ between the provinces. The questionnaires were pretested during 

a week-long fact-finding trip in the areas where the PLL program was 

operating. Farmer responses elicited during this trip revealed the major 

reasons cited by farmers in all of the three farm-size categories for 

not having PLL done,as well as the major benefits and costs as perceived 

by those who had had PLL work done, and who participated in the cost

sharing program. This facilitated the formation of a final question

naire which is shorter and more to-the-point than the pre-tested version. 

The confidence that the major constraints were being addressed in the 

survey also provided Justification for utilizing a sample size of 120, 

with little or no sacrifice to reliability. It was hoped that a general 

trend-pattern would be adequately revealed by the chosen sample size, 

and the results showed this to be largely true. 

PLL has been operating in eight major locations in the Punjab prior 

to October 1978, as reflected by the existence of eight OFW1J Area Team 

Offices. Since October 1978 seven more OF61H Area Team Offices have 



begun PL. work but these were viewed as being too recent in operation to
 

be of effective use in this survey. At the time of this survey the cur

rent PLL program was only three years old which made adequate evaluation 

very difficult. Consequently, one of the major limitations of this study 

is that it ts evaluating a program that has been in existence for a 

relatively short period.
 

Of the eigtt "older" teams (those doing P1.. prior to October 1978),
 

five fall under the Juriadiction of the O1m.4 Coordinator Office (C.O.) in
 

Faisalabad, and three are supervised h', the OFUN. Coordinator Office in 

Sahiwal. The five "older" Area Team Offices (A.T.O.) in the Faisalabad 

region are located in the Tchsil centers of Fai;alabad, Jaranwala, Toba 

Tek Singh, Samundari, and Chiniot. All but the last are in the Faisalabad 

district of Punjab whereas ChIniot is in the Jhang district. The three 

"older" A.T.O.'s in the Sahiwal region are located in the Tehsil centers 

of Sahiwal, Chichawatni, and Khanewal. Sahiwal and ChichawatlI are 

located in Sahiwal district and l.anewal ks in Multan district. 

Of the totol sample size of 1201, sixty were drawn in each of the 

Faisalabad and Sahiwal areas. This was done even with the awareness that 

more acres were being precision leveled in the area serviced by the 

Sahiwal C.O. than in all the areas st.,rviced by the Faisalabad C.O. Since 

there are only three "older" area teams in the Sahiwal area, for the sake 

of even distribution of the sample, aaly three of the "older" area teams 

In the Falsalaiad area were selected: Jaranwala, Toba Tek Singh, and 

Chiniot. Samples were not drawn from the immediate Faisalabad area 

since the influence of access of farmegs in this area to the Agricultural 

University was not viewed as being typilcal of Punjabi farms. Samples 

were not drawn from the Sanundri area because of its close proximity 
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to Toba Tek Singh, and itwas felt that a sample fro one of these 

areas was aufficient. In each of the six areas chosen for sampling, an
 

equal number of those who had adopted PLL and of those who had not (No
 

PLL) would be interviewed.
 

Since the primary objective of this study is to deturmine the major
 

con . raints of small farmers, no effort was made to draw Asample from 

larger farmers who were nat eligible f -r participation in the cost

sharing program, i.e., those whose ownership size is greater than 25 

acres, even though considerable PLL work has been done on farms within 

this category. However, itwas to be expected that some farmers would 

be eligible for the subsidy, i.e., size of ownership is 25 acres or less, 

whose total operational size is greater than 25 acres. Likewise, no 

effort was &%ade to include tenant farmers, since the fact-finding tour 

revealed that no tenant farmers were leveling land not in their own 

possession. The basis upon which the sample was selected is presented 

diagrammatically below (sample size is given in parentheses). 

Random sampling t,Ok place only within the bottom line of categories
 

of very small and smallfarmers. Sample farmers were selected from lists
 

made available by the USAID Mission Office in Islamabad of all farmers
 

who had PLL done and were eligibi for a subsidy. The original lists
 

are available in the OFW.4 Coordinator Offices in Faisalabad aind Sahiwal.
 

Selection of five very s=l! and five small farmers from each of ;,;he six 

selected areas who did not have PL. work done had to be made as randomly 

as possible in the field, since no records were available for farmers in 

this category. The methods used in sample selection for both PLL and 

No PLL categories of farmers were as follows: (1)From the available 

lists, selc~ction was made at random by assigning each farmer a number 
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and usIng a random numbers table. Five very small and five small farmers
 

from each of the six PILL teaw areas were selected. If the person selected
 

was not the form operator but oer in name only, the operator was inter

viewed. If the person selected happened to be a female, an attempt waz
 

made to locate her husband or fathrr for interview.
3 (2) Three to five
 

alternates were selected at random from the available lists, in the
 

very small and small farmer categories, in case some of the farmers
 

selected were not available. (3) Every attempt was made to search out
 

3/During the pretesting of the questionnaires it was apparent that it
 

would be impractical to attempt to inverview women. Pakistani villagers
 
we encountered generally did not favor our inquiring about village
 

women whom we wished to interview, especially if the women concerned
 
practiced purdah. Apparently none cf the women included in the OFUMH
 
lists actually farmed the land.
 



and interview as randomly as possible five very small and five small
 

farmers from each area who had not had any PLL work by selecting
 

neighbors of farmers who had PLL done. Whenever possible, when a very
 

small (small) PLL farmer was interviewed, a very small (small) No PLL
 

farmer who was aware of the program and in the same village or chak was
 

also interviewed.
 

Through mid-1978 there was a total of 682 farmers in the six 

areas concerned who had had PLL done and were eligible for a subsidy
 

(Jaranwala 96, Chiniot 81, Toba 1ek Singh 101, Sahiwal 162, Chichawatni
 

78, and Khanewal 164). Out of these 682, 60 were selected for inter

viewing, or about 9% of the total.
 

Data obtained by Dr. S. Plunkett of USAID for the author from the 

National Fertilizer CorporaLion of Pakistan indicate that there are 

approximately 242,850 farms in the six areas where our sampling occurred. 

Of these, about 102,240 were farus completely owned (42%), 65,840 were 

operated by owner-cum-tenants (27%), and another 74,768 by tenants (312). 

Our sampling of No PLL farmers oaly Included those in the "pure" owner

ship category (since no tenant or tenant-cum-owner farmers were surveyed), 

and mainly those in t!he very small and small farm-size categories. More 

importantly, the specific population of No PLL farmers is only those who 

are aware of PLL for which, more importantly, overall data is, of course, 

unavailable. According to the same NFC data, some 95,248 farms (or 932) 

in the "pure" ownership category were below 25 acres in size, while 

6,995 (or 7%) were above 25 acres. Out of these 95,248 farms, 60 were 

selected for interviewing in the No PLL category of farmers, or less 

than O.1Z of the total farm population. This census NFC data Is, of 

course, highly suspect and may be taken only as a very rough estimate, 
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but it does neverthelesa, illustrate that the sample population from 

which the No PLL sample farmers were drawn is very large, and that our 

sampliug of No PLL farmers is, statistically speaking, much less reliable 

than our sampling of PLL farmers. 

DATA COLLECTION 

Whenever possible, the above method of sample selection was followed
 

in the field. Extensive use was made of the lists of randomly selected
 

PLL alternates, since inall areas the lists of the first ten farmers
 

to be interviewed were exhausted with many of these farmers not being
 

located. Seekir.g out and l uterviewing No PLL farmers proved to be a 

relatively easy task as compared to locating and interviewing the PLL
 

farmers from our selec.ion lists. This was because No PIL farmers were
 

relatively more ab;1ndant than PLL farmers, and because many of the PLL 

farmers on our lists simply could not be located.
 

The English questionnaires were translanted into Urdu (copies of
 

which are not included in this report, but which may be obtained upon
 

request from the author) in order that the author's two research assis

tants could fully understand the nature of the questions being asked and
 

.he types of answers given. Considerable time was spent in developing 

the techniques needed for the Interviewing. The Urdu translation of the
 

questionnaires helped clarify exactly what questions were being asked,
 

even though almost all of the interviews were conducted in colloquial
 

Punjabi. The pre-testing revealed the types of answers that farmers 

tend,.ed to give to the questions asked. It becare obvious at an early 

stage that some of the questions being asked were "leading" in nature. 

it was decided that the answers to these types of questions were generally 

unreliable and therefore they should not be used. For example, in the 

http:tend,.ed
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pre-test questionnaire we asked farmers what benefits they realized from
 

PLL, and in so drlng proceeded to present a long list of benefits which
 

we thought were'important benefits from PLL to the farmer. In response
 

to this list (armers quickly said that they had experienced all the bene

fits cited. We were then faced with the dilemma of deciding which bene

fits they, in fact, realized and to what degree these were important.
 

In order to avoid leading questions, we attempted to get farmers
 

to elicit responses in their own words. Through the use of an inter

viewing technique loosely called "probing," we were able to take a
 

farmer's initial response to a question and explore it further, verifying
 

whether itwas a truthful response, whether there was more to the answer
 

than at first elicited, the degree of importance of the response, etc.
 

Occasionally, during the course of an interview, a farmer would contra

dict an earlier statement, and verification of the correct response was 

then made. The questions relating to ownership and operational size, 

degree of cash farming (percentage of crops soid or traded), degree of 

market orientation, water supply, type of watercourses, land fragmenta

tion, sons for not doing PLL (No PU1 farmers only), and benefits, 

costs, aru! degree of OFWH participation in PLL work (PLL farmers only) 

were probed in detail to insure accuracy. Because probing became so 

much a part of the process, each interview presented the interviewer 

with a new set of problems and challenges. While the average time for 

an interview was one hour, some intervieus took considerably more time 

based upon the degree of difficulty in eliciting responses and verifying 

them. Every effort was made to accommodate the farmers and to allow 

them a free expression of ideas, and to not inany way pressure or 

embarrass them during the course of an interview. However time :onsuming, 
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was felt that this paid great dividends in terms of reliability of
It 

most faraers were more interested in talking aboutdata. We found that 

wethe improvement of their watercourses than about PLL, and as a result 

often had to listen to compiaints about watercorrses and field farmers' 

inquiries in this regard to the best of our abilities prior to or in the 

course of any discussion about PLL. The authors are of the opinion that 

because we were by and large independent of any government organization 

(Pakistani or American), and because we impressed this fact upon the
 

farmers that we met, we were, in all likelihood, Pore successful in
 

eliciting accurate farmer responses than if we had been representatives
 

of any government branch.
 

Random selection of farmers who had had PL.L was made on the basis
 

These lists contained the
of the lists made available from OFW.t. 


farmers' names, village, or chak numbers or names, total acres owned 

(based in the beginning on official, patwari-approved records, but lamter
 

sheerly on individual farmer responses and testimony), total acres pre

cision leveled, total acres cost-shared, date PLL work was completed,
 

and the volune (m3 ) of earth moved. Since all farmers on these lists 

had supposedly received a governmental subsidy, it follows that they
 

However, during interviews
 were all owners of not more than 25 acres. 

we found numerous discrepancies between what the OFW1X records told us 

and what the farmer told us, as demonstrated in Table 1. Based upon the 

OFWH records we selected a total of 30 very small PLL farmers to inter

view and 30 small PLL farmers. However, based upon farmer responses,
 

there were only 17 faruers in 	the very small category, 29 in the small
 

"ategory, and a surprising 14 	farmers in the large category. Accord

23% of the rotal knterviewed wereing to farmer responses, some 
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ineligible for participation in the cost-sharing scheme, but had 

nevertheless participated. It became apparent that these discrepancies
 

must be due to one or more of the following: (1) farmers misrepresenting 

information to us and telling OFI 4 the truth; (2) farmers misreporting 

to OFI$ and telling us the truth; (3) farmers misreporting La both of us
 

and concealing the truth; (4) farmers truly did not know their degree
 

of land ownership, and anything they said was unreliable; or (5) OFH
 

We did not make extensive
was misreporting information on their records. 


efforts to pursue this issue by asking the farmers why what they told 

us and what the OFWH records said were in disagreement, as we were reluc

tant to challenge or ebarrass the farmers. We felt this would hinder 

the accurate and easy completion of the interview. We did not attempt 

to settle this issue, because this would then raise the farmers' suspi

cions that perhaps we really were OFI12 representatives, since we obviously 

had access to their records, and were lying to them earlier in our 

assertions that we were not government representatives. Due to our 

confidence in the "probing" technique, we felt it very unlikely that
 

farmers were misreporting to us to any great extent. It is for this
 

reason that whenever we refer in the report to ownership size, we are
 

referring to only what the farmers cold us. and not to what the OFW.X
 

records inlicate.
 

It was our intention to interview a total of 30 very srmall No PLL 

farmers and 36 small No PLL farmers, but as Table I shows. we did
 

interview three large No PLL farmers. This was because of their close 

proximity to certain PLL farmers interviewed and because of their
 

rather well-informed awareness of the PLI. program. 

In terms of operational size categories, Table I reveals that we
 

iittrviewed a total of only four very small PLL farmers, 19 small 1I.L 
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farmers, and a remarkable 37 large PLL farmers. Of the total of 60
 

No PLL farmers interviewed, 20 were very small, 24 small, and Wt6 large in
 

terms of operational size.
 

It should be realized that any comparisons made in this study between
 

PLL and No PLL farmers may tend to be biased, since we found that the
 

sample of PLL farmers have larger farms than the OFWH records indicate,
 

while the No PLL farmers selected are actually smaller farmers. There

fore, when comparison is made between the education levels (or any other
 

factor) of PiLL and No PLL farmers, we are to some degree comparing the
 

education levels of larger versus smaller farmers. If earlier recog

nition of this discrepancy between the acres owned as told to us by 

farmers and what the OFWK records indicated had been possible, this 

problem could have been corrected by Interviewing a No PLL farmer in 

the identical ownership size categorization of any PLL farmer inter

viewed. Since the problem was not recognized at an early stage, we were
 

unable to adequately correct for this, and many of the tables presented
 

reflect this bias, or "skewness" of the sample.
 

HYPOTHESES TESTED BY THE QUESTIOMMAIRES
 

In designing the questionnaires we hoped to adequately test the
 

following three major groups of hypotheses.
 

Farm Size and Farmer Categorizations
 

1. Larger farmers, both in terms of ownership and operational size,
 

get more PLL done and thus collect more subsidy than smaller farmers.
 

In fact, the sampling design does not permit a rigorous test of this
 

hypothesis but several important related results were evident.
 

2. Ownership size varies greatly frca operational size in general,
 

and considerably more so when dealing with PLL farmers than with No PLL
 

farmers.
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3. PLL farmers generally have more formal education than No PLL
 

farmers. 

4. PLL farmers arc gererally more likely to be located on Improved
 

watercourses than urx* r--ed watercourses, and in this way have easier
 

access to OFUM iniormation and personnel. Also, larger PLL farmers
 

tend to be Iocated more on improved watercourses, and smaller PILL farmers
 

on unimproved watercourses.
 

5. PLL farmers are more likely to be on improved watercourses than
 

No PLL farmers.
 

6. No PLL farmers generally have more fragmentation of land 

holding than PLL farmers. 

7. PLL parcels (location sites) are generally more prevalent at
 

the tail of any watercourse, 'here water is in scarcer supply.
 

8. PLL farmers generally sell or trade more cash crops than No 

PLL farmers; i.e., No PLL farmers are more likely to be subsistence
 

farmers. 

9. PLL farrers are generally maore part-time farmers than No PLL 

farmers. 

10. PLL farmers are less dependent on the farm as their sole source 

of income than No PLL farmers.
 

11. PLL farmers generally own their own tractors and No PLI. 

farmers do not generally own tractors. 

12. PLL farmers are more likely to own tubewells than No PLL 

farmers. 

13. P1.1. farmers generally have a perceived lack of water, and for 

this reason desire PLL; So I'LL farmers feel they have sufficient 

quantities of water. 
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24. The most troublesome (significant) costs of PLL are those of 

tractor operation and/or tractor rental.
 

who have had PLL are anxious to get more, unless all 

of their land has already been precision leveled. 

25. Farmers 

in the PLL 	ProgranConstraints on Farmers 

attempted26. No PLL farmers are aware (If the program but have not 

to participate in the program. 

27. 	 The reasons given for not doing PL. are related to farm size, 

sold or traded), educationdegree of cash farming (percentage of crops 

tractor ownership, and the percentage of
level, type 	of watercourse, 

net in both cropping seasons.water needs 

Is differvint
28. The source of future P.LL (hypothetical question) 

for PI.. and 	 No Pl.l. farmers. 

29. 	 There are no easy credit arrangements available Jot PT1.. 

PI-.
30. OFIW personnel visit PLL farmers within ont- year o the 

work and inspect the fields precision leveled. 

H1ODE OF ANLYSIS 

the above hypotheses. tables have been
To examine and test each of 

;Izbelow. The 	 tahble on
constructed, and are presented and discussed 

based solelv on f:;rr,.mean and/or median valut,.,of holdings consists of 

listings
responses to the interviewers. The reaining tables consist of 

of numbers (frequency counts) and percentage5. Where percent;4;e' are 

are usual ly "corner" percentages, I .e.. percntaes i lt'
reported they 

of the totAl niriber .f re-ponses. Hiow
lated based opon a presentation 


C.O.; are pre-'ent.d t|. ,
ever, when breakdowts according to OF.M 

ag-s are calctilated ai.pcrcent oi to:aIi within C .o. ,Sr- I . 

'I Wa 
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A statistical chi-square test of significance wa then run on each
 

table, with the help of the desk-top Hewlett-Packard, Hodel 9825A com

puter at the CSU/USAID office in Lahore. The general formula for using
 

the chi-square test of significance (in analysis of counts or frequencies)
 

is: X2 . (Ob-Ex)2 

EX
 

where Ob is the observed value for each of two or more classes and Ex is 

the corresponding expected value. In this study both two and three (two

way and three-way tests) classes were analyzed. For those cases having
 

only I degree of freedom a correction factor was used called the Yates
 

Correction for -,intinuity. Where appropriate, main effects were tested
 

assuming that the expected values would be equally distributed within
 

classes. For two-way interactions the expected values were calculated
 

by the formula: 

RC
 
T 

4
 

the row, column, and total sums respectively.
where R, C, and T are 

tests were found inUnfortunately, no examples of three-way interaction 

Therefore, the expected
the references cited in the footnote below. 


values of three-way interactions had to be devised and experimented with.
 

The formula used for calculation of these expected values was:
 

n n nk 
:~yE iX~Y k i (T)i Yjk Yijk 

i1
Ju k-1
 

n n n nn 
E nj Yk 

ni 
'kyY jnk iJk 

i lkl ijk Jl k-l
 
i1 J 1 


4/Little and Hills, Statistical Methods in Agricultural Research, 

University of California, Uavis, 1972. Chapter XVII. 
Snedecor and Cochran, Statistical Methods, 6th Edition, Iowa State 
University Press, 1967, pp. 20-26, 209-212, 215-220, 236-240.
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where Y Jk represents the cell for which the expected values are to be 

calculated, n1 , nj and nk are the levels of factors i, J and k, 

respectively, and T is again the sum of all observations. With regard 

to both two-way and three-way interactions. In cases where there are
 

cells In a table that have values of zero, or near zero (i.e.. less than
 

five), the chi-square tests become less rigorous and more of an
 

approximation.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

FARM SiZE AND FARMER CATEGORIZATIONS 

Before initiating a general discussion of the effects of the PLL 

program on farmers, it viii prove useful to highlight some of the majoll 

characteristics and distinctions between those farmers who have had FLL 

work done and received a subsidy (hereafter abbreviated as "PLV") aid 

PLL done but were aware of the programthose farmers who did not have 

("No PLL"). 

T.e first hypothesis made in the course of this study was that
 

larger farmers, both in terms oi ownership and operational size, are more 

likely to have PLL done than smaller farmers. The original design of 

this study would not provide for a direct test of this hypothesis, par

ticularly in the case of ownership, as the sample was stratified accord

ing to farm ownership size. However, interactions between PLL, farm 

size, and other factors such as education, are of considerable interest.
 

The second hypothesis made was that ownership size varies greatly from
 

operational size in general, and considerably more so when dealing with
 

farmers. The second hypothesis was based
PLL farmers than with No PLL 

upon the assumption that there was more incentive for PLL farmers to sub

divide their land holdings among many land-owning relatives in order to
 

more effectively avoid land ceiling legislations and to take advantage
 

farmers (including
of government cost-sharing programs aimed at "small" 


the PLL program).
 

lable 2 addresses these two hypotheses. This table reveals several
 

points of interest. There is a noticeable difference between the mean 

and median farm sizes of PLL and No PLL farmers. The mean acres owned 

by PLL farmers (25.9) is slightly less titan twice the mean acres owned 

by No PIt farmers (14.5). Median ownership values, however, shov little 
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variation (15.5 for PLL and 12.5 for No PLL). The contrast in mean and
 

median values illustrates that the mean values are being influenced by
 

a few very large farms. It should be remembered that this is not, in 

fact, a test of farm size as related to whether or not the farmer was 

likely to have PI. performed, as the samples were selected by farm size. 

It is instead a confirmation of a somewhat different hypothesis, that 

farmers report larger ownership to an independent invest igator than is 

reflected on the OF1M records for PLL.
 

When looking at operated values, the contrast becomes more striking: 

the value of mean acres operated Is over four times as great for PLL 

farmers than for No PLL farmers. Hedlan operational values reveal that 

PLL farmers operated approximately three times greater area than No PLL 

distinctfarmers. These contrasts netween PLL and No PLL farmers are more 

and variant in the Sahiwal area in comparison to the Faisalabad area. It 

should be remembered that the mean and median values given here for No
 

PLL farmers are by no means representative of all No PLL farmers. For 

one thing, the No PLL farmers were not ideally randomly selected, and for 

another, we stratified our sampling by choosing half of the No PLL 

from the very small and half from the small farm size categories.sample 

In fact, according to the same NFC data cited earlier in this
 

report, some 87% of all farms controlled by "pure" owners in the Jaranwala 

area are in the very small cate.,ory, 11% Jn the small category and only 

2% in the large category. However, since ver little is know. atbout the 

collection of the data, it is highly possible chat these are also sus

ceptible to under-reporting or artificial division of land. In Tobo
 

Tek Singh we find 78Z In the very small category, 15. in the small cate

gory and 77. in the large category. In Chiriot, there are 64% very small, 

20Z small and 16% large. In the comblned areas of Sahiwal and Chichawatni. 
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there are 802 very small, 14% small and 62 large. In Khaneval, there are 

78% very small. 172 small and 5% large. If we consider all farm cate

gories in these areas (owners, owner-cum-tenants, and tenant farmers) we 

find for Jaranwala: 76? very small, 192 small and 5% large; Toba Tek 

Singh: 687 very small, 232 small and 8Z large; Chiniot: 592 very small, 

28%small and 14% large; Sahiwa,.-Chichawatni: 642 very smiLl, 262 small 

aud 9% large; Khanewal: 682 very small, 242 small and 72 laige. 

Table 2 also reveals the sharp contrast between acres owned and 

acres operated as reported to us by farmers. The percentaptj difference 

reported by all farmers between mean acres owned and mean acres operated 

for PLL farmers was nearly 3001, whereas it was less than 100% for No PLL 

farmers. Likewise, the percentage difference between median acres owned 

and operated for PlL, farmers ;_ approximately 200%, whereas it was only 

282 for No Pll farmers. Within the eategory uf PLL farmers, the percent

age differences were monq striking in the A.T.O.'s (or tehails) of Toba 

Tek Singh, Khanewal, Chichawatni, and Saislwal, and were least divergent 

in Chiniot and Jaranwala. 

Although it is difficult to draw too many conclusions from this 

table, it is apparent that thexe are relatively large farmers doing P1.1. 

(and receiving a subsidy) in the areas of Khanewal, Toba Tek Singh, 

Chichawatni, and Sahiwal. Looking at median values, which are perhaps 

more reliable and/or more representative than mean values, we see that 

out of all the A.T.O.'s only the PLL farmers in Sahiwal fall into the 

very small category for ownership size, and that the PLL farmers in 

Khanewal may be categorized as large farmers (with a median ownership 

value of 37.5 acres). hen looking at median operational sizes for PLL 

farmers, we see that farmtrs in all tehsils or A.T.O. areas, with the 
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exception of Chiniot, fall into the !arge category. Khanewal PLL 

farmers may even be termed "very large" with regard to median operational 

size 	(with a median operated area of 111.2 acres).
 

It was noted earlier that numerous discrepancies were found between
 

the information on acres owned that the OF'M records indicated and what 

the farmers told us. There were also noticeable discrepancies between 

what the OFWK. records indicated and what farmers told us in regard to 

the number of acres precision leveled. These discrepuacies between the 

OFWM records and farmers-informants with regard to both acres owned ',nd 

PLL acreages are demonstrated in Table 3 with the use of mean valuis. 

With regard to acres owned, Table 3 illustrates that for all PLL farmers 

surveyed there was a discrepancy of 952 between what farmers told us aud 

what the OFW4.records reported. In other words, farmers told us that 

they owned almost twice as many acres as the OFWM records indicate. This
 

(360 difference),
discrepancy is most noticeable in the Khanewal area 


in the Toba Tek Singh area (15% difference).
and least noticeabli 


With regard to acres precision leveled, there were noticeably fewer
 

discrepancies between the OFM! records and what farmers reported to us.
 

Overall, there was only a 46% difference, or, in other words, what
 

farAers told us was only half as much in excess of what the OFWH record
 

Indicated. However, there were high discrepancies in the Khanewal and
 

in part due to the farmer's tendency to report to
Chiniot areas, no doubt 


us all the acres precision leveled in terms of his operated, and not
 

Attempts to correct: for this, both
sheer ownership, holding size. 


through the probing technique when interviewing farmers and by sumlng
 

PLL acreages of joint family members from OFWI records-lists, were 
not
 

always successful.
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tid (PLI. otilv) An:1 -.van P1.. acrvages.Table 3. Mean ow:rt 
(Farmer .. O-M, an., perc'tmagt* !it .",.renctk*) 

,+:.rv~aMea n a c rk., o wnl,44 t~ ~ : ' ! .i i j,v s 

.. . it, 1; r.enc,'iirr.-.,r 

I.71.,'. 1.. .	 . .Jaranwa la 1 *. 

1.t 1 -19t,,Toba Tv Si:l.i; 21... 18h1 

96I.7Chr.iot 18.8 12. 1.4 

Tota 1 
Fa i sa lala A 19.8 14.0 42 7.8 7.4 6 

Sahiwa 1 22.4 12.2 83 ,7 	 "44 30 

,4.9 2917. 	4 13.1 33 ti.3Chichawat ni 

360 18.0 S.1 253Khanewa 1 55.8 12.1 

Tota I 
10.0 4.8 109

Sahiwal 31.9 12.5 155 

Tot I 
4613.2 95 8.() +i1Farcrs 25.9 

*7 	 diffe rnce is Ih.finc, a-; Farrr mi ;u,OFW.1. !iv ided 1 01!, 

mulit i . , .I 

in. to inf! r .t itan C i vn t o auitio(S by
1/Man ,-v rS I area accort 

2 !Mcan own.t, r,,!. i' - art..,l 11 ,,rliniv to,'F-a rtcord . 

3 /.lan .h; rr', c I " erd accord in " to in ,.r'm,.atio n l t yeto alithors 

F1 71 records.4!Mean ar-rcs;:,r i lnevel1 ed accordin: to 
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The third hypothesis developed in the course of this study was that
 

PLL farmers are generally more (better) educated than No PLL farmers.
5
 

To determine this, farmers were asked at what level they had stopped
 

their education. Three major categories were utilized: none (no formal
 

education at all), Primary plus Matric (spanning grades 1-10, and inclu

sive of passing the Hatricutate exam), and Above Hatric (including the
 

F.A., Bachelor and Masters levels). The results are presented in Table 4.
 

The table is, in fact, a four-way analysls demonstzating the effects of
 

PL. vs. No PLL farmers, education levels, ownership size categories, and
 

operational size categories. Both two-and three-way chi-square tests of
 

significance were run in order to demonstrate the various effects which
 

variables in the table have upon each other. The results of the chi-square
 

tests are presented below the table in tcrms of the variables upon which
 

the test was run, the resultant chi-square (X2 ) value, the number of
 

degrees of freedom (df), and the level of sigiificance (s.l.). Only
 

those s.l. values of 0.1, 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001 were treated as being
 

signi':icant. Those values (and tested variables) not viewed an signifi

cant are so indicated by the symbol "NS" in parenthesis.
 

Chi-square tests on the data in Table 4 read that PLL and No PLL
 

farmers vary with respect to ownership and operational size categories
 

at the 5% and 0.1% significance levels respectively. This, more or less,
 

verifies the results presented in Table 2 on mein and median farm size.
 

5/Only formal education was considered, even though it was recognized
 
that there are other measures of education, especially with regard to
 
agriculture. Among these are knowledge of cropping and agroromic
 
techniques, knowledge and utilization of more modern technologies, etc.,
 
which may better serve as measures of a farmer's degree of "progressive
ness." Unfortunately, we failed to take into account the aspects of
 
informal education in the course of the survey which would haive enabled
 
another and perhaps more accurate evaluation of progressiveness.
 



P..) 	 - ntimbthr of farmetrs.Table 4. it~uc.i ion ind 1i. .i' (1.1 ";'; No. 

,one 	 Pri::ur'. Above Totai! Ni ne Pri ;i rv Ab'ove, Tota I 
(0) 	 + 'it ri" (0) + mat r i c 

;lt r it-M1" m i 	 vi 

Ownership size 

4 17 11 114 3 30%erv !=a 11 	 3 10 

Smail 6 17 10 33 7 19 	 1 27 

3 0 3lirge 	 1 5 4 10 () 

Tota 1 
10 32 18 60 20 36 4 60fanners 

Opraiional size 

Very !;r-i I I 1 1 2 . I 1 8 	 1 20 

1 23Sz i1 	 5 13 4 19 6 16 

17 1 12 2 17Lir):,. 	 4 21 12 

Total 
60 20 36 4 60arrnrs 	 I1 12 18 

, 	 = 7. Q)c .'d f s. It-.)PI.I./No I'l, Vs. tCwt1hr'ii 
1.-.()llPl.l./N;o PI.. vs. Operatitin l ;i;.: =- 18..:3 2d f. 

S. 1. .Pl../*,o PI.. vn.. Edzc.it ion: 	 1.1• 
S.194 4Idf 5. 1.-. S)(NS)O)-nerslii :i- ,;vs. I ! e-. t ion: 

" 1t.li!l .'tf s.1.=.01Oper.itional i .i .,. . FuAcation: 

P1.1 No P1.L *'Pn* h1'i. s 
,. lM .dt s. 1 Y; ,-S)r>wlt ion: 

vs.PI../No P1I. vs. Operat ional ';te 

Sdut ,- 31.146 4df s 1 . 50(NS) 

http:s.1.=.01


The PLL and No PLL farmers are also shown to differ with respect to 

education at the 1Z level of significance. There were approximately an
 

~ual number of PLL and No PLL farmers in the Primary plus Hatric cate

gory, but there were significantly more PLL farmers in the Above Hatric 

categoy as compared to No PLL farmers; and significantly less PLL
 

farmers in the None (no education),category. There was no significant 

relationship demonstrated between education and ownership size, u-it 

eduCation was related to operational size at the 1% level. This indi

cates that when looking at operational size of holding, large farmers 

(both PLL and No PLL) tend to be more educated titan small and very small 

farmers, and that very small farmers tend to be relatively less educated 

as compared to small and large farmers. Analysis of the three-way rela

tionships (between PLL/No PLL, ownership size, and education, and
 

between PLL/No PLL, operation size, and education) revealed nothing of
 

significance. Whereas there was a significant relationship between
 

education and operational size for all farmers, there was nothing of
 

significance when this test was extended to include the distinction
 

between PLL and No PLL far=ers.
 

As was pointed out earlier at the end of the Data Collection
 

section, there is a problem of bias or skewness of the sample with 

comparison between PLL and No PL.L farmers. Consequently, the higher 

education level of I'LL farmers reflected in Table 4 can be largely 

explained by the larger farm size of PLL farmers. If smaller (larger) 

PLL farmers were better educated than smaller (larger) No PLL farmers, 

then we would expect significance in the three-way interactions. Be

cause there was no significance shown in the three-way interactions, we 

are unable to say that smaller (larger) P1. farmers are better educated 

than smaller (larger) No PLL farmers. 
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In summary, PLL farmers were demonstrated to be better educated
 

than No PLL farmers. However, larger farmers in general were shown to 

than small farmers, and we could not demonstrate thatbe better educated 

were better educated than Uo PILL
Ptl farmers at the same farm size 

farmers (three-way interaction). 

areThe fourth hypothesis of this study speculated that PI.L farmers 

located more on improved tian on unimproved watercourses, and
generally 

with OFW1 personnel who are
in this way ore readily come into contact 

the ones improving the watercourses and who can inform the farmers 
about
 

was that it Is large PLI. farmersthe PLL program. Also, the hypothesis 

who tend to be on improved watercourses (IWC), whereas t'ry small P.i. 

farmers tend to be on unimproved watercourses (UIWC). 

The results, as presented in Table 5 effectively refute the hypoth

general ly located more on improved titan on 
eses that PLL farmers are 

It is large P.. farmers who tend to be
unimproved watercourses and that 

on improved watercourses, whereas very small PLL farmers tend 
to be on
 

more of
 
unimproved watercourses. However, Table 6 reveals that there is 

to do P.. than is apparentfarmers on improved watercoursesa tendency for 

from the sheer distribution of land on unimproved versus improved water

637. (or approximately two-thirds) of all PI. 
courses. It was found that 

have their land on unimproved watercourses. This
farmers were found to 


farmers were more inspired to do P1. based

would seem to suggest that 

upon other considerations than mere presente of land on an Improved 

the hypothesis that
However, this information only refuteswatercourse. 


more on improved than unimproved water
farmers tend to be locatedPLL 

address the quention of whether
but it does not effectivelycourses, 


watercourses.
be on i-mprove]- or unimprovedleveled parcels tend to more 
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Table 5. 	 Number of iarers .ith regard to type of watercourse and farm 
size (PI.I. orvA')--cornier percentages. 

Improved Watercourse Unimproved Watercourse Total 
(0) ;.. (.) No ('0') 

Onersh ir Size 

Very sal1 8 (15) 9 (17) 17 (33) 

Sral11 9 (17) 17 (33) 26 (50) 

1irge 2 (.4) 7 (13) 9 (17) 

ota 1 	 19 (37) 33 (63) 52 (100) 

Operational Size 

Very s..iil 3 (6) 1 (2) 4 ( 8) 

Sra 1l 
..irge 

9 (17) 
(13) 

7 
225 

(13) 
(43) 

16 
32 

(31) 
(62) 

Total 19 (37) 33 (63) 52 (100) 

t(iurship Size vs. IWC/1' 1.6'08 2 df s.l. - 0.50 (NS) 

Operational Size vs. IW'X/IU'WC: " 8.2 2 df s.l. - 0.05 

Table 6. Nu.bcr of aterzrsc., in the 60 villages surveyed and nu-ber 
of precisin leve td xi.rcels with regard to type of 
'atercwurs:'--r.ow pterctitageb. 

Tot.a I'atelr,,ur:.,. in Vi lI:,.s 	 Total P'recision Leveled Parcels 

l0'CI ±.t 	 I;'C UIWC Total 

No,) NNo ; X, ).,, 	 (.) No Y.) (G) 
3 9) (2 1) 1. -9 1i 2 ,'10o) 	 26, M ) : , 3) :1 (:1oo ) 

Expected nun-e.br of p.rct' i 1 (.21)(71) 15 parc Isi'IWC = 
Expected nurher o: pat's ,n UlC: (.79)( 7) = 5h parcels 

.xpected vs. actual :ntr-.er of parcels ( IWC/U[IWC) 9.26 1 df/s.l. - 0.01 

http:nun-e.br
http:atercwurs:'--r.ow
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This question touches on a much broader controversy prevalent in
 

discussions of OFWM in Pakistan, and the relationship between PLI. and the
 

improvement of watercourses. One argument is that the two programs of PLI. 

the senseand improving vatercourses are competitive with each other, in 

that both represent techniques of saving relatively scarce supplies of 

water; and that farmers are somewhat "irrational" to Invest in the costly 

improved waterand capital-intensive PLL work If they are located on 


courses, where they are supposedly saving more canal water incomparison
 

to a farmer on unimproved watercourses. The argument follows that those
 

faruerr on unimproved watercourses are not realizing any of the benefits
 

of an improved watercourse and therefore are more inclined to do PI. in
 

order to realize a saving and better utilization of their given water
 

supplies. The counter-argument to this is that the two programs are, in 

fact, complementary and that farmers will first seek to imptove their
 

watercourses and then go about doing PLL in order to further their
 

benefits with regard to water utilization and crop production.
 

Table '6 represents an attempt to analyze this controversy by com

paring the expected number of parcels to the actual number 
with respect
 

From the data collected on the total number
 to type of watercourse. 


and percent of watercourses (improved and unimproved) in 
the 60 villages
 

itwas assumed that these percentages corresponded very closely
visited, 

to the number of parcels present on the different types of 
watercourses.
 

Ustig these percentages and data on the total number of 
leveled parcels,
 

the expected number of parcels on tWC's and UlWC's were 
calculated. The
 

chi-square test compared these expected values to the actual 
observed 

number of leveled parcels. Another assumption made was that the size 

of the parcels was not significantly different 
between leveled and un

revealed a significance at the
leveled parcels. The chi-square test 



1 level, indicating that leveled parcels are more likely to be on
 

improved Watercourses than if left solely to matters of chance.
 

Although this analysis is superficial in certain ways, it does tend to
 

support the argument that PL1 and watercourse improvement are more com

plementary than competitive in nature. This analysis also demonstrates
 

that there is a tendency for PLL farmers to be located on improved
 

watercourses and thereby more readily come into contact with OFWX
 

personne: and learn more about the PLL program.
 

The fifth hypothesis, that the parcels (location-bites) of PLL
 

farmers are more likely to be on improved watercourses than the parcels
 

of No PLL farmers, was also noi substantiated as shown by Table 7.
 

Not only were PLL farmers' parcels (not "plots" or "bunded units," 

but location-sites of land) nat generally on improved tatercourses, as 

78% of all parcels were on unimproved watercourses; but there was no 

significant difference between PLL and No PUL farmers with regard to 

type of watercourse. The distinction made in this table between the 

tLo OFWM coordination offices also yielded nothing of significance or 

relevance. Again, however, it must be remembered that because of the 

biased sample, -e are to i;ome degree anulyzing distinctions between 

larger vs. smaller farmers, as well as between PLL and No PLL farmers. 

The speculation that No P.L farmers are generally more fragmented 

in terms of land holdings (hypothesis No. 6) was substantiated, as shown 

by Table 8. The chi-square test showed that the two-way effect of par

cel size between P1.1. and So P1.1. farmers was highly significant. Only 

157 of all P.L. famrrrs had their land in location-sites of 5 acres or 

less, whereas 16% of all No 1lol.. farrners had land in lbeation-sites of 
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Table 7. Number, size and location of parcels (location sites) in terms
 

of type of watercourse (PLL vs. No PLL)--row percentages.
 

No PLL
PLL 

UIwo, TOTALIUC UIWC TOTAL IWC 

No. (M) No. ( N) (t) (Z) No. (Z) No. ()
No. No. 


12 (24) 37 (76) 49 (100) 15 (33) 31 (67) 46 (100)
Faisalabad 

80§3Sahiwal 17 (22) 60 8) 77 (100) 0 9 ) 49 (100) 

Total 29 (23) 97 (78) 126 (100) 25 (26) 70 (74) 95 (100)
 
7 	 s.1. - 0.50 (NS)

:x - 1.638 1 df 
vs. C.O.
PLLNo PLL 

2 

PLL/No PLL vs. IWC/UIWS : .166 1 df s.l. w 0.90 (NS) 

" 

C.O. vs. IWC/IWC 1.081 1 di s.l. - 0.50 (NS) 

PLL/No PLL vs. C.O. vs. IWC/UIWC: x2 = 0.232 1 df s.l. - 0.90 (KS) 

Table 8. 	 Parcel size (land 
percentages. 

Size of Parcel PLL 

No. 


0.5 acre or less 0 


0.5 - I acre 1 


1 - 5 acres 18 


Greater than 5 107 


Total 
 126 


Parcel size vs. PLL/No PLL: 


fragmentation)(PLL vs. No PLL)--column 

No PLL Total
 
(Z) No. (Z) No. (7)
 

( 0) 	 3 ( 3) 3 ( 1) 

( 1) 	 7 ( 7) 8 ( 4)
 

(14) 25 (26) 43 (19)
 

(85) 60 (63) 167 (_76) 

(100) 	 95 (100) 221 (100) 

> = 17.703 df s.I. - 0.001 
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5 acres or less. iRowever, there may again be a farm size effect at
 

work here.
 

The seventh hypothesis that position on the watercourse (head,
 

middle, tail) has an effect on the parcels (location sites) being preci

sion leveled, and specifically that such parcels are more prevalent at
 

the tail of any watercourse (where water is in relatively and absolutely
 

scarcer supply) was not substantiated by the data (Table Al in the
 

Appendix). None of the two-way effects including parcel size and water

course position, effect of parcel size and type of watercourse, and the
 

two-way effect of type of watercourse and watercourse position proved
 

significant. The three-way effect of parcel size, type of watercourse,
 

and watercourse position was significant at the 10Z level, but this is
 

of minimal importance. We were unable to discen, any tendency for PL
 

to be more prevalent at the tail of the watercourse where water is in
 

scarcer supply. Twenty-seven percent of all PLI. parcels were at the
 

head, 44 at the middle, and 301 at the tail.
 

The eighth hypothesis, that PLL farmers generally sell or trade 

more cash crops than No PLL farmers, was verified as shown in Table 9.
 

A chi-square test on the two-way effect of PLL/No PLL and degree of 

cash farming revealed a O.IZ significance level (highly significant). 

Seventy-two percent of all PLL farmer. sold more than 50% of their crops, 

whereas only 50% of all No PLI. farmers sold more than 50Z of total crops. 

The degree of cash farming showed a 102 significance level when compared 

with the two C.O.'s, but the three-way test between l1.2,/,o PLL, degree 

of cash farming, and C.O. revealed nothing of significance.
 

It was suspected that the degree of cash farming was related to 

farm size (for all farmers), and theu chi-square tests showed this to be 



Table 9. Degree of cash far'*ing (percentage of crops sold or traded) 

(PLL vs. No PLL) columi percentages. 

PLL No P.L 
Sahiwal Total . Cash Faisal. Sahiwal TotaI Faisal. 

Far !ng No. (M) No. () No. (',) No. (%) No. (M) No. (2) 

0 2 	 (40) (17) (28)2 (7) (0) (3) 12 5 17 
(22)20-50 11 (37) 4 (13) 15 (25) 5 (17) 8 (27) 13 

12 (40) 24 (40)
51-75 12 (40) 16 (53) 28 (47) 12 (40) 


(3) 5 (17) 6 (10)
76-100 5 (17) 10 (33) IS (25) 1 

Tvta 1 30 (100) 30 (100) W0 (100) 30 (100) 30 (100) 60 (100) 

PI11.io PLI. vs. Degree of cash farming: 16.150 3df s.l.=.OO! 

Degree of cash farming vs. C.0.: , 6.911 3df s.l.-.1O 
3.105 3df s.l.-.50 (NS)P11./No P1.1. vs. Degree of cas~h fr in,,vs. C.O : 

Table 10. Degree of cat farr.ing .nd farr. size (all farmers). 

S I tF 
7,Cash V'ery Snal 1 1Ir)L' Total Very Snall Large Total 

Farming Sma I Small 

No. No. No. No. No. %o. No. No.
 

O,,0.,|tIP 3% FT 	 TIPtK -A1l. 

0-25' 13 6 0 9 	 8 3 19 
8 11 2826-50" 10 15 3 28 9 

51-757 21 2.4 7 52 20 25 52 
14 4 21 7 14 2176-100% 3 


10
V. 	 .Total 47 1)O 	 5. 


Degree of Cash Farming vs. (0-lnership Sire: cu13.648 6dr s.l.-.05
 

Degree of Cash Farr.in* vs. Operational Si-!e: ; 8.078 6df s.l.-.01 

Thert. was a re;ultant 5. significance level
the case (see Table 10,. 


levelto
from relating degree of cash larmin onersiip sic. and a 1-f 

when relating cash farmitig to operational siL. large farmers tended 

sell or trade more of their totad crop production than smill. and
to 

snal1 farmers ore than very s:-1 fiar:ers. with the trend being nore 

pronounced vhen :ooking at ,p,-rationat size of 	holdine. 

http:s.l.-.01
http:s.l.-.05
http:s.l.-.50
http:s.l.-.1O
http:s.l.=.OO
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The ninth hypothesis, that PLL farmers are generally more in the 

part-time farmer status category (and that No PLL farmers are more in the
 

full-time category), was not substantiated. There was no significant 

difference between PLL and NoPI.L farriers with regard to farmer status, 

as shown in Table A2 in the Appendix Secenty-five percent of all PLL 

farmers are full-time and 772 of all No P11. farmers are full-time. 

Last in this series of hypotheses concerning the degrees of subsis

tense farming is the hypothesis that PLL farmers are less dependent than 

No PLL farmers on the farm as their sole source of income. When this 

hypothesis was tested via use of the chi-square nethod, it provided 

rather inconclusive results. 

There was no discernable difference between PLL and No PLL farmers
 

with respect to degree of cash farming (.90 significance level from the 

chi- uquare test). as shown in Table II. However, there does appear to be 

a high degree of correlat ion between degree of cash farming and opera

tional size, suggesting that larger operatioaial farmers earn more of their 

incomes off the farm than smaller operators. The three-way teste. suggest 

that different degrees of cash farming, when compared between PLI. and No 

PLL farmers, relates to different categorizations of farm size. This is an 

important result as this is one measure of "progressiveness" for which a 

real effect of P.L vs. No PLI. farmers independent of fam size could be 

market oriented than thosedetected. The smaller P1.1. farmers were more 

that did not participate (No PI.. farmers). 

The assumption (No. 11) that PI.L farmers generally own their own 

tractor(s) and that P.L far=mr; generally own tractors to a greater 

degree than do No P1.1. farmers was stzh.ant iarod at a h1 ;h degree of 

significance, as illustrated in Tabhle 12. The chi-square tests 

P1.1. and No PL.L. farmers andillustrated that the distinctions between 
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Table 11. Degree of cash farming and farm size (PLL vs. No PLL). 

PLL No P11 
OO2 50-992 0-49Z Total 100 50-992 0-49 Total 

No. No. No. No. No. No. No. Nt.. 

Onership 

Size 
Very-Small 10 6 1 17 11 6 6 23 

32 21 2 4 27Small 21 7 4 

6 4 0 10Large 9 1 1 11 

Total 40 14 6 60 38 12 10 60
 

gperational 
Size 

Very Small 2 0 1 3 11 2 6 19 

Small 15 4 1 20 21 0 4 25 
Large 23 10 4 37 6 1o 0 16 

60 38 12 10 60
Total 40 14 6 


PLL/No PLL vs. Degree .f Cash Farming : x'a 1.205 2df s.l.=O.90 (NS) 

Degree of Cash Farming vs. Ownership Size : X2- 5.569 4df s.l.-O.50 (NS) 

Degree of Cash Farming vs. Operational Sfize: ,(2-20.987 4df s.l.=O.001 
PLL/No PLL vs. Degree of Cash Farming vs, 

Ownership: X7- 7.681 4df s.1.,O.10 

PLL/No PLL vs. Degree of Cash Farming vs. 
Operational: X2-15.195 4df s.l.-O.0 

1 ) - corner percentages.Table 12. Tractor ownership (P1. vs. No P1.1

PLI, I o I.1. 

NO, of Faisal. Sahi,-il lotal Fais:1. Sahft.al Total 

Tractors No. (1) No. (M) No. () No. (Z) No. () No. (Z) 

0 12 (20) 7 (!:) 19 (32) 27 (45) 22 (37) 49 (82) 

1+ 18 (30) 23 (38) 41 (68) j 3 ( 5) 8 (13) 11 (18) 

Total 30 (50) 30 (50) 60(100) 30 (50) 39 (50) 60(100) 

PLL/No PLL vs. Tractor Ovnership: 28.541 ldf sA. - .001 

Tractor Ownership vs. C.O.: * 2.749 ldf s.l. - .01 

PLI./No PLL Vs. Tractor Ownership & C.O.: X2 0.534 hl1f s.1. - .50 (NS) 

http:s.1.,O.10
http:s.l.-O.50
http:s.l.=O.90


tractor ownership were very 1,ignificant at the 0.1% level. The
 

chi-square 	test on tractor ownersi.ip and Coordinator Office revealed
 

a IOX level of significance, implying a probable difference between 

Faisalabad 	arid Sahiwal with regard to tractor ownership-some 65% of
 

all Faisalabad farmers (PLL and No PLL) did not own a tractor, whereas
 

only about 	50% of all Sahiwal farmers did not own a tractor. The three

way interaction between PLL/No PI.X, tractor ownership, and C.O. did
 

not yield any significant correlation.
 

It was suspected that tractor mmership would show a deiinite 

relationship to farm size, and this was substantiated, as shown in 

Table 13. 	 The significance levels for the two-way tests between both 

tractor ownership and ownership size, and tractor ownership and opera

te.... size, proved highly significant at the 0.1% level. Even the 

T°able 13. 	 Tractor oinership and farm size (I'LL vs. No PLL) -corner
 

percentages.
 

PL.. No P.L 
Ci 1+ Total 0 1+ Total• ; N)o. (% () o. NO. (%) N.(Z) 

Ownership 

Size 
Very Small 8 (13) 9 (15) 17 (28) 28 (47) 2 ( 3) 30 (50) 

Small II (18) 21 (35) 32 (53) 21 (35) 6 (10) 27 (45) 

Large 0 (0) I! (I) 11 (18) 0 (0) 3 (5) 3 (5) 

Total 19 (32) 41 (68) 60(100) 49 (82) 11 (18) 60(100) 

Operat Iod 
Size
 

Very Small 4 (7) 0(0) :,(7) 11 (301(2) 19( 

Small 12 (20) 7 (12) 19 (32) 20 (33) 5 ( 3) 2. (-' 

Large 3 ( 5) 34 (57) 37 (62) 11 (16) 5 ( 8) 16 (2,9 

Tota1 19 (32) 41 (6b) 60(10.3) 49 (82) I1 (18) 

Ownership Size vs. Tractor Ownerslip: X'2?2.945 2df• 

Operational Size vs. Tractor Ownership: ).2-35.:23 2df s.l.=.Ot 

PLL/No PLL vs. Operational Size vs. Tractor Ownership: X2-18.1j1 2df .. 

http:s.l.=.Ot
http:ownersi.ip
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three-way interaction between PLl./No PLL, operational size, and tractor
 

ownership proved highly significant. This implies that (i) large farmers 

own tractors to a greater degree than small farmers, and small farmers 

to a greater degree than very small farmers, and (2) that larger PLL 

farmers tend to own tractors to a greaiter degree than larger No PLL 

farmers.
 

Table 14 reveals that there is a significant variation between the 

source of water supplies with regard to PLI. and No P.L farmers. ilypoth

esis No. 12, that PLL farmers tend to own their own tubewells (TW) as 

opposed to No PLL farmers, seems to hold true by a margin of about two 

to one considering the effects of "canal only" and"canal and own T" 

together. The chi-square test shows that there is most likely signifi

cant (10%) interaction betieen Pli./io r'L and source of water. PLL 

farmers tend to rely on own tubewell water to a greater extent titan No 

PI.I. farmers, and No PLL farmers rely more heavily on canal and the pur

chase of tubewell water from other famers. This again may be related to 

the fact that the PLL farmers in the P.L sample were larger in farm size 

titan the No PLL farmers. 

The hypothesis that PLL farmers generally have a perceived lack of 

water (and for this reason desire PLI.), whereas No PL. farmers have 

sufficient quantities of water, io both rabi and kharif seasons, was-


In Table 15. ?to sisnificantnot substantiated by the data, as indicated 

difference was found between P1.1. and No P1.1. farmers with regard to the 

percentage of water needs met in both rabi and kharif. The table also
 

shows that 69Z of the I'Ll. farmers fee that between 76-100" of their 

water needs are met in both s;easons. Therefore, there is not a notice

able greater perceived lack of water by PI. farmers. It is interesting 
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Table 14. 	 Source of water supply (P1A vs. No P14.) - corner percentages. 

P. 	 No PLI. 

Sources 	 Faisal. Sahlwal Total Faisal. Sahiwal Total 
No. (Z) No. (7) No. (2) No. 1). ) No. (') 

Canal only 7 (12) 2 (3) 9 (15) 12 (20) 3 (5) 15 (25)
 

Own T'/only 6 (10) 2 3) 8 (13) 3 ( ) 0 (0) 3 ( 5) 

Canal +
 
Own TW 7 (12) 16 (27) 23 (38) 3( 5) 11 (18) 14 (23)
 

Crna I + 
15 (25) 10 (17) 13 (22) 23 (38)Purchase TW 9 (15) 6 (10) 


All other
 
combinations I (2) 4 (7) 5(9) 2(3) 3 (5) 5 (9)
 

Total 	 30 (50) 30 (50) 60(100) 30 (50) 30 (50) 60(100)
 

= 
PLL/1No PI.L 	 vs. source of water 7.646 4df s.l. 0.10 

C.O. 	 0.033 ldf s.o. - 0.90 (NS)Source of water vs 

PI.L/No PLL 	 v,. source of water v'.C.O.: 2.759 4df s.l. - 0.90 (NS) 

Table 15. 	 Irrigation water needs met in Rabi and Fharif (PLL vs No PI.L) 

corner percentages. 

P1.1, No PLI. 

41,f 
,Seeds 

Faisal 
NeNo. ( 

SahiWa I 
1)1o. (M) 

Total 
No. C) 

Faisal. 
No. (7.) 

Sahiwal 
No. (Z) 

Tot a1 
No. (2) 

0-50Z 23 (19) 3 (3) 26 (22) 24 (20) 3 (3) 27 (22) 

51-75 10 ( 8) 3 (3) 13 (11) 15 (13) 10 (8) 25 (21) 

76-100 27 (23) 54 (45) 81 (68) 21 (18) 47 (39) 68 (57) 

Total 60 (5(i) 60 (50) 120(100) 60 (50) 60 (50) 120(100) 

PI.L/No PLL 
2 of needs 
PI1I./N.o P1.I. 

vs. 
met 
vs. 

2 of needs 
vs. C.0. 

I, of :eed. 

net 

met vs. 
: 

C O.: * 

- 4.932 
51.521 

1,192 

2df 
2df 
2df 

s.1. 
s.1. 
s.l. 

- .50 (NS) 
- .001 
u 50 (NS) 



to note that there is a very high degree of correlation between
 

percentage of water needs met and thte different C.O. areas. Out of all
 

farmers (PLL and No PI.L) in the Faisalaiad area, only 40% feel they are
 

getting more than 75% of their water requirements , whereas, over 80% 

of all farmers in the Sahiwal area perceive that over 75% of their
 

w ter requirements are being met. 

In summary, the information on ownership size of holdings as well as 

PLL acreages as told to us by PL. farmiers was consistently higher than 

that which was indicated by the OFWH records on PI.L. The largest PLL 

farmers are found in the Khanewal and Toba Tek Singh areas. According to 

the information provided by the PLL farmers sampled, many of them were 

ineligible for p--ticipatlon in the cost-sharing scheme (2A), but had 

nevertheless participated. P.L farmers are generally better educated 

than No Pi.1. farmers, but we were unable to show an education effect over 

and above what could be accounted for by the fact that larger farmers 

(both PLL and No PLL) are generally better educated than smaller farmers. 

PLL farmers are generally on unimproved watercourses, but leveled par

cels tended to be on improved watercourses to a much nigher degree than
 

expected. In a separate analysis the two programs of PLI. and water

course improvement were shown to be more complementary than competitive 

in nature. There is no significant difference between PLL and No PL
 

farmers with regard to type of watercourse. PLL farmers have consider

ably less fragmented land holdings chan No PIL farmers. Position on
 

the watercourse has no apparent effect on the decision to precision
 

level one's land holdings. PLL farmers sell or trade considerably 

tre of their farm produce (i.e., engage in cash farming) than No P1.1 

faroers, and are more market oriented. Also, larger farmers (both PLL
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and No PLL) tend to sell more of their produce than smaller farmers. 

There is no significant difference between PLL and No PLL farmers with 

regard to farmer status (full-time and part-time), nor with regard to 

degree of cash farming. PLL farmers own their own tractors to a 

degree significantly higher than Na PLL farmers, and larger farmers 

overall own their own tractors to a greater degree than smaller farmers. 

PLL farmers tend to own their own tubewells to a greater degree than 

No PLL farmers, with No PLL farmers more dependent on canal water and 

purchasing tubewell water. There was no significant difference between 

PLL and No PLL farmers with regard to percentage of water needs met 

in the two cropping seasons. 

IMPACT OF THE PRECISION LAND LEVELING PROGRAM 

This section is aimed at not only examining the various impacts,
 

benefits, and costs of the PLI. program, but also to attempt to ascertain
 

the reasons why those who participated in the PLL. and cost-sharing 

programs chose to do so. In the fact-finding and questionnaire pre

testing trips it was realized that there were a great variety of differ

ent ways by which farmers became aware of the program, many different 

ways that OFWM personnel participated in the land-leveling work, many 

different types and sources of PLL implements and equipment used, a 

i-ide range of expected benefits and actual benefits realized from PLL, 

and a wide range of different types and degrees of costs associated 

with rLL. The questionnaires were then designed with the intention of 

seeking out more detailed informrition concerning these many vartations, 

and to test whether any generalizations were possible. The question

naires also were designed with the hope of testing a nu=ber oi 
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hypotheses concerning the PLL program which had been formulated during 

the course of pre-testing. 

The first of these hypotheses was that P.LL farmers came into 

contact with the PLL program in different ways than No PLL farmers, and 

into contact with the program inalso that larger farmers tend to come 

Table 16 shcws that there was adifferent ways than smaller farmers. 

No PLI. farmers found out very significant difference in the way PLI. aW 

about the program. There are, of course, many ways for a farmer to hear 

Most farmers 
about any government program and PLL is no exception. 


number of ways, which Table 16 (a summary table of
 
heard about PLL in a 

the different ways farmers heard about the program) unfortunately 
does 

From a total of 60 PLL farmers there were a tot2l not reflect very well. 


of 115 responses, or an average of about two responses per P1.L farmer.
 

Likewise, there were 112 total responses from all No PI.I. farmers, or an
 

average of about two responses per No PLL farmer. Nevertheless, the
 

farmers tended to find out about the program by
table does show that PLL 

first either happening to meet an OFWX person or by approaching 
an OFWH 

further details about 
person himself. They then find outproceeded to 

the program by approaching (going to) their local OFWN office. If they 

were convinced or persuaded to participate in the program they filled out 

and submitted an application for PLI. and submitted a signed document 

acres owned. This document was obtained from
 attesting to the number of 


the village patwaris in the beginning of the program, 
but soon thereafter
 

too troublesome and time-consuming
was decided that such documents uere
It 


for the farmers to obtain. Thereafter, documents signed only by farmers 

themselves, without the verification of the patwari, were 
accepted by
 

If an individual attested
 OF6*5 as legal attestments of ownership size. 
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Table 16. Ways of hearing about PLL program (total responses)(PLL vs.
 
No PLL) - colum percentages.
 

PLL No PLL 
Codes No. (2) No. (2) 

From fellow villagers 16 (14) 43 (38) 
From outside village 7 (6) 7 (6) 
Was approached by OFWM 18 (16) 3 (3) 
Happened to meet OFWM 25 (22) 11 (10) 
Saw OFWM sign and inquired within 6 (5) 0 (0) 
Witnessed PLL work in progress 12 (10) 46 (41) 
Radio, T.V. etc. 1 (1) 0 (0) 
Approached OFWM office 26 (23) 2 (2) 
From other Government person 4 (3) 0 (0) 

Total 115 (100) 112 (100) 

PLL/No PLL vs. Way of hearing about PLL: X2 = 68.815 5df r.l. - .001 
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to owning no more than 25 acres, he or she became eligible for the
 

cost-sharing program.
 

awareThere is a sharp contrast between the way PLI. farmers became 

of the program and the way No PLL farmers came to knowl. f it. While 68%
 

of the PLL responses related to meeting OFhM personnel, only 15Z of the
 

No PLL responses related to meeting OFWH; Including being approached by
 

OFWH, happening to meet an OFWH.person, seeing the OFWH office sign and
 

office
inquiring within, or actually approaching or seeking out the OFW 


for detailed information. No PLL farmers tended, by and large, to hear
 

about the program through second-lnd sources-79% of the responses
 

Indicated that No PLL farmers heard about the program both from fellow
 

villagers and by witnessing PLL work in progress in their own village ot
 

in a neighboring village. The chi-o'quare test shoued a very significant
 

difference at the 0.iZ level betvAen PLL and No PL. farmers in the ways
 

of hearing and coming to know abut the program. These results suggest
 

or other with OFU4 personnel, hearing
that being able to meet in some forn 

about the program and bzenefir! of PLL, and being able to inquire at the 

office about the full details of the program were major reasons for 

participating in the program. Additional tables and related discussion 

in the next section on constraints on farmers in the PUJ. program will 

further strengthen this assertion. 

It may also be noted that lack of adequate advertisement and 

promotion of the program is a major problem and constraint, as indicated 

by the general lack of response to "Radio, T.V., etc." and "seeing the 

said thatOFW.4 sign" as reasons for hearing about PL.. Several farmers 

they were unable to even locate their local OPMH A.T.O. office in order
 

to inquire about the programs of improving watercourses and P1.L. Only 
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3Z of all farmers surveyed said they had heard about PLL through media 

or other advertising sources.
 

The hypothesis that larger farmers tend to come into contact with
 

the program in different ways than small farmers was substantiated only
 

in terms of operational size (at the 52 level), but not in terms of
 

ownership uize (not significant, at the 502 level), as revealed in
 

,
Table 17. r, terms of operational size, the chi-square test shows that 

there was a significant difference between very small, small and large
 

farmers with regard to way of hearing about PLL. Roughly speaking, a
 

look at the data on operational size shows that relatively more large
 

farmers said they heard about PLL by coming into contact directly with 

OFUM'personnel, than either small or very small farmers. Three-way 

tests between PLL/?o PLL, way of hearing about PLL, and farm size (both
 

ownership and operational) showed strong degrees of interaction.
 

The neXL hypothesis made (No. 15) was that there are differences 

between the arrangements made by the farmer and OFWH to do the PLL work
 

and the actual degree of OFWH participation In the PLL work. This 

assertion was not substantiated and, in fact, there is essentially no
 

difference shown between the arrangements prior to the PLL work and the
 

actual degree of OFI participation in the work, as shown in Table 18. 

Although there Is absolutely no significant difference between arrange

ments made and the actual degree of participation, there is some signifi

cant difference (at the 5% level) between the arrangements made and the 

two OFW.4 C.O.s, and between the actual degree of OF.4 participation and 

the coordinator offices. In the area serviced by the Sahiwal C.O., -.1.r1

1002 of all farmers reported that OFW ! participated in the PLL work by 

providing farmers with OF1 implements, surveying and technica. 1,!dance 
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Table 17. Ways of hearing about PLL program (total responses) and farm 
size (all farmers). 

Ownership Size Operational Size
 
Codes VS S L Total VS S L Total
 

No. No. No. No. o. No. No. No.
 

From fellow villagers 29 26 4 59 14 23 20 59 
From outside village 4 8 2 14 1 7 6 14 
Was appr ,ached by OFW 7 8 6 21 2 6 13 21 
Happened to meet OFWM 14 19 3 36 5 16 15 36 
Saw OFWH sign & inquired within 3 2 1 6 1 1 4 6 
Wituessed PLL uork in progress 22 31 5 58 13 29 16 58 
Radio, T.V. etc. 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 
Approached OFWM office 9 15 4 28 2 9 17 28 
From other Govt. person 2 1 1 4 0 0 4 4 

Total 90 111 26 227 40 91 96 227 

Way of hearing aboat PLL vs. Ownership size: X2 - 11.583 lOdf 
s.l. - .50 (NS) 

Way of hearing about PLL vs. Operational size: X2 20.354 IOdf 
s.l. - .05 2 

PLL/No PLL vs. Way of hearing about PLL vs. Ownership size: X * 21.723 
lOdf s.l. .05 

PLL/No PLI. vs. Way of hearing about PLL vs. Operational size: X-29.209 
l(kf C.1. - .001 
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Table 18. 	 Arrangements made by OFWH for PLL vs. actual degree of OFWH 
participation in PLL - column percentages. 

Arrangments made by OFUN for PLL Actual degree of OFWH partic. 

Codes Faisal. Sahiwal Total Faisal. Sahiwal Total 
I;o. ) o. (Z) No. ( N) ( No. ( N) (2)No. N) No. 


S4 (13) 0 (0) 4 (7) 3 (10) 0 (0) 3 (5)
 

2 21 (70) 29 (97) 50 (83) 21 (70) 29 (97) 50 (83)
 

3 3 (10) 1 (3) 4 (7) 2 (7) 1 (3) 3 (5)
 

4 2 (7) 0 (0) 2 (3) 4 (12) 0 (0) 4 (7)
 

Total 30 (100) 30 (100) 60 (100) 30 '100) 30 (100) 60 (100)
 

Codes: 1. 	OFWX provides tractor with PLL implements, surveying, and
 
technical guidance.
 

2. 	OFWM provides PLL impIements, surveying, and technical
 
guidance (no tractor).
 

3. 	OFWVM provides technical guidance only.
 
4. Farmer 	arranges for PLL work privately, OFWN does a final
 

inspection only, and if approved, subsidy is granted.
 

Arrangements made vs. Actual degree of participation: X2 . 0.952 3df
 
.l. 	 - .99 ( S) 2 

Arrangements madc vs. C.O.: X - 8.280 3df s.l. - .05 
Actual degree of OF1,.f participation vs. C.O.: X2 8.613 3df 

s.l. - .05 
Arrangements made vs. Actual degree of participation vs. C.O.: X2 , 0.033 

Jdf s.l. - .90 (NS) 
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But in the area serviced by the Faisalabad C.O., .only70% reported this
 

degree of participation, 10% reporting timt OWHN either provided them
 

with technical guidance only or that they did the PLL work entirely
 

inspection. If

without any OFWM participation, outside of a final OFW 


were judged "level enough"-the fields passed the final inspection - i.e., 


the farmers were granted a subsidy, curiously enough often called by
 

It
OFWM personnel an "minam", or bonus-reward, for a job well done. 

should be noted that these last two arrangements made to PLL land 
and 

In any of the PLL project guidelines,qualify for a subsidy, were not 


and dId not include surveying done to determine both the volume 
of earth
 

to be moved and the unlevel points in the fields.
 

These peculiar arrangements were no doubt made by certain 
OFW.I
 

However. t ese arrangements
personnel largely to meet PLL target goals. 


They were, of course, of
did prove beneficial te smaller farmers. 


negligible importance since only seven PLL farmers out of a total of
 

60 said that such arrangements were made for PLL. As Table A3 in the
 

Appendix shows, of the seven farmers who did PLL their land in these
 

ways (out of a total of 60 sampled) all were very small and small
 

farmers, both in terms of ownership and operational size of holding.
 

The two-way interaction chi-square test between operational size and
 

degree of OFWN4 participation, revealed a significance level of 0.17.
 

The four codes illustrating degree of OFWM participation and the
 

farmer's level of education proved to be highly correlated, with a
 

resilting chi-square significance level of 0.1Z. By and large, as
 

Table A, in the Appendix illustrates, those who utilized OFUIM help,
 

implements, and guidance were relatively better educated than those
 

who did not utilize any sizable degree of OFlJ. assistance (i.e., those
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failing in the realms of codes number 3 and 4). Again, however, we must 

emphasize that the farmers falling under codes 3 and 4 are a very small 

minority and of negligible importance here. 

Likewise, the two-way interaction test between the degree of OFIM 

participation in I'LL and tractor ownership proved to be very significant 

(at the 12 level) as shown in Table AS in the Appendix, indicating that 

those farmers utilizing the maximum degree of OFW. participation tended 

to own their own tractors to a greater degree than those who utilized 

a minimum of OFNI' participation. The farmers In the latter category 

tended to utilize their own bullock teams and krah to level their lands 

to tht! satis. ction of the OFhNI area teams (for purposes of obtaining 

a subsidy). 

The types of implements and equipment used for the PLL work and the
 

degree of farmir utilization of these implements are indicated in 

Table 19. We find that 977 of all PLL farmers used one or more tractors 

their land. enough, alsoto P1.1. Oddly 20% of all farmers used the 

traditional rMthod of bullock and krah to PLL land. Within this group 

are those who utilized a bare minimum of OFUM participation in the PLL 

work (we hae already briefly discussed this group of farmers above), 

as well as a number of farmers who used their bullocks and krah to level 

their lands prior to, and in anticipation of, the PLI. work doae with 

nechanized equipment. In order to save on the time needed for tractor 

and MUM1 implement usage (and rental charges), several farriers did soe 

leveling with huilocks and krah prior to their precision leveling work. 

Of the !U farmers who used bullocks and krah, only two made exclusive 

use of thv.m, and received a subsidy. whereat, 10 used thern sparingly in 

anticipation of Lhicr PI. work with tractors and implements. 
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Table 19. Degree of farmer utilization of PLL implements (PLL only) 

column percentages. 

Blade- Bullock Chisel Disc - Bull-

Tractor Land Plane Scraper & Krah Plow Ridger dozer 
No. (2) No. (2) No. (2) No. (2) No. (%) No. (2) No. (;) 

0 2 (3) 5 (8) 9 (15) 48 (80) 58 (97) 56 (93) 59 (98) 

1+ 58 (97) 55 (92) 51 (85) 12 (20) 2 (3) 4 (7) 1 (2) 

Total 
60 (100) 60 (100) 60 (100) 60 (100) 60 (100) 60 (100) 60 (100) 



Ninety-two percent of all farmers utilized one or more land planes
 

(co Qonly referred to as blades or tractor krahs), 85% used one or more
 

scrapers, while only 3% and 7% used chisel plows and discs (also called
 

"ridgers") respectively. It should be noted that a land plane is actually 

a different Itmplement tit% a blade (tractor krah). A land plane consists 

of a wide blade that has some means of controlling its elevation with 

respect to the average elevation over which it is traveling. This is 

typically accomplished by special wheels on the plane, or by making use 

of the tractor's front wheels through the hitch mechanism. The blade 

must also have a support some distance behind its blade. A simple blade, 

on the other hand, is a scraping implement with no means of sensing high
 

and low spots in the field.
 

One farrer was able to rent a bulldozer from the Ministry of Agri

culture (under the auspices of the OFWM office) to aid in the leveling 

of his land. 

he sources of the equipment used for PLL varied greatly, 

especia!ly with regard to tractors and land planes, as demonstrated 

by Table 20. Over one-half of all tractors used by sample farmers for
 

PLL were privately owned (owned by the farers themselves). Another 

31% of the tractors used were cbtained frott private (within the village) 

rental sources. Only 91 were obtained through OF! (the tractors 

rented out through OFRI were usually obtained through PAASCO). Land 

planes (i.e., blades) were by and large obtained through the OF'W 

off!,'es, although ., sizable number of "armers were in possession of 

their own laInd planes ,blades). Thet OF. offices served as the 

excluisive source for the majoritv of the .crapers used, alti;ough one 

far=vr claimed owning one of his own. The vast majority of faracrs 
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felt that a scraper was much too expensive to buy, and also were unaware
 

of private sources (i.e., contractors) as a source for scrapers. As
 

suspected, almost all of the bullock krahs used for PLL were privately 

owned, and all of the other mechanized PLL Implements (when used) were 

obtained through the OFW1 offices. 

The hypothesis (1No. 18) that the number of days between when the 

arrangements were made and when the PLI. work actually started were related 

to farm size was not substantiated. There was no tendency for large 

farmers to get arrangfnents ma id work started more quic'cy than small 

farmtrs. With regard to duration of the actual work, there was no differ

ence between the C.O. offices of Faisalabad and Sahiwal, nor was duration 

of work related to farm size. This implies that there is no tendency for 

larger fa,.mers to take more or less time to do PLL than small farmers. 

Tables concerning these factors are given in Appendix A (A6, A7, A8). 

There appeared to be i weak relationship between duration of PLL 

work and P.L acreages with the larger acreages requiriag longer 

duration, hardly a surprising result (Table A9). 

'here is a stronger tendency (52 s.l.) for duration of PLL to 

increase when a tractor is owned (see Table 21); suggesting either 

(1) that those who own tractors are leveling more land, and/or (2) that 

those who own tractors tend to use them for PLL work when they are not 

busy on other obs, while farmers not owning a tractor tend to rent 

one and finish all their P.L work at one time. 

BENEFITS ANV COsy:.; OF I'Ll 

We are now in a better position to ftitriwr at alyt.e the Itvpact of 

the P1.1. protiram b- ztxaminintt the benefit% ;nd costs of PI. As was 

stated earlier, it was not in the -cope of work of this project to 
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aLempt a benefit-cost analysis of PLL. An attempt was made to simply
 

identify the major benefits and costs, and to rank them in terms of
 

relative importance. A total of 21 different benefits and 13 different
 

costs; were identified. Consolidation of the 21 benefits was made
 

until 14 major types of benefits could be identified. Farmers were
 

asked to identify not only the benefits actually realized after PU.,
 

but also the benefits they expected to gain before PILL)(or put another
 

way, why they decided to do PL).
 

Hypothesis N*o. 20 states that the benefits identified by the farmer
 

as actually experienced after PLL are generally related to saving water
 

and Ir.creasing production and yield. Table 22 indicates that this
 

hypothesis is substantiated. Farmers indicated many benefits either
 

expected or actually realized from PI.L. 
 Through the probing technique
 

we were able to rank the benefits given according to the first most
 

important dowin to the fifth most important. Since a complete presenta

tion of all of these benefits by ranked order would by necessity be very
 

lengthy, the data was compressed into Table 22. Since there was a
 

total of 234 responses given by 60 P.1. farmers for the actual benefits 

experienced fron IL.L, and a total of 228 responses given for the expected 

benefits of PUI., this implies that there were a-n average of about four 

responses given per I'LL. farmer. 

The most !mpi-rtant benefit realized from PLI. is redimced time to 

irrigate or less wumt4 r used per acre. Atterpts were made to discern how 

mtuch irrii.at ion t ire/ w.as reduced after Pl... Farmers were asked tihvir 

time to irriga;tt, a p ot before and after it wa!; preti2sion leveled. Dife 

to tine and .uipttw'r o-a, traitis, no attempt wa!; made to scient ifically 

rvasture in';tbttatzt Zatc, tl!j;e finlings. T1. lutihor does lot int end for 

e~~taionsI drabI v be pt. on t hese "mvasturvs of inprovt'ewt" 

http:irrii.at
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benefits experienced after PLL
Table 22. Expected benefits vs. actual 
(PLL 	only) - Column Percentages,
 

Actual benefits experienced
 

after PLL
Codes Expected benefits of PLL 

Sahiwal Total
for Faisal. Sahiwal Total Faisal. 

No. No. (
benefits No. (Z) No. ( ) ,o( 1) No. ( n) ( %) ) 

1 29 (25) 28 (25) 57 (25) 30 (25) 29 (25) 59 (25) 
(21) 29 (25) 54 (23)2 23 (20) 28 (25) 51 (22) 25 

15 	 (13) 22 (19) 37 (16)

3 12 (11) 21 (18) 33 (14) 

4 5 (4) 13 (11) 18(8) 7 (6) 13 (11) 20 (9) 

9 (8) 3 (3) 12 (5) 10 (8) 6 (5) 16 (7)5 
8 (7) 6(5) 14 (6)6 6 (5) 7 (6) 13 (6) 


7 7 (6) 1(1) 8 (4) 8(7) 0 (0) 8 (3)
 
(3)8 8 (7) 1 (1) 9 (4) 6 (5) 1 (1) 7 

3 (3) 5(2)
9 4 (4) 5(4) 9 (4) 2 (2) 


10 1 (1) 0 (0) 1 (0) 3 (3) 2 (2) 5 (2)
 

11 3 (3) 4(4) 7 (3) 2 (2) 3 (3) 5 (2)
 

2 (2) 0(0) 2 (1) 2 (2) 0(0) 2 (1)
12 

13 2 (2) 2 (2) 4 (2) 1(1) 1 (1) 2 (1) 

14 3 (3) 1(1) 4 (2) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
 

119 (100) 115 (100) 234 (100)
Total 114 (100) 114 (100) 288 (100) 


Codes:
 
1. 	Reduced time to irrigate (less watr per acre).
 

2. 	Better crop production (higher yields).
 

3. 	Easier operatiou of tractor and equipment (increase in plot size);
 

effective utilization of modern agricultural equipment.
 

4. 	Reduction in hired labor costs.
 

5. 	Improvement of status.
 
Reduction in family labor time.
6. 	

equipment (increase in plot size).7. 	 Easier operation of bullocks and 
8. 	Increase in cropping Intensity.
 

9. 	Reclamation of waste or defective land.
 

10. 	 Improved suitability of plots for growing vegetables and/or
 

orchard.
 
Reduction In the number of watercourscs; change of watercourse
11. 

used to irrigate plot(s); reduction in water loss (i.e. seepage).
 

in order to PLL
12. 	 To make experimental plots, to learn abour PI.L 


my land by myself alone in the future.
 

13. 	 Reduction or removal ot waterlogging and salinity 
problem; reduc

tion in silting problen; reduction or removal of flooding problem.
 

14. 	 Obtaining subsidy.
 

Expected vs. actual benefits: 	 10.046 13df s.l. .).O (NS) 
0.008 ldf s.l. -.95 (NS)

Expected vs. actual benefits vs. C.O.: Xf-

s.I. .01
32.288 l3df -

Benefits vs. C.O.: 
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especially since we only utilized the farmers' responses and also since 

only one-third of the PLL farmers were asked these questions, (due to 

oversights by boths the vuthor and his research assistants). Nevertheless,
 

based upon the total of 21 farmers asked, the average response given to 

inquiries about the reduction in time to iTrigate was 332.
 

This average of 33% reduction In time to irrigate translates into
 

individual farmer benefits of (1) irrigating additional bunded fields to
 

a greater extent (especially fields further avay from the nakkas), (2)
 

increasing cropping intensity, (3)Ancreasing yield on the leveled fields,
 

as well as on other non-PLL fields, and (4) increasing cultivation of
 

high water requirement crops such as fruits, vegetabtes, sugarcane, rice
 

and maize, This and many other benefits way also be translated into
 

social benefits for Pakistan as a whole, although deternination of the
 

degree that this Is so would necessitate more detailed analysis.
 

The second most important benefit of PI.. is better crop production
 

and higher yields, From a sample size of twenty, the average increase
 

in yield was approximately 272. To provide an example, if a farmer
 

previously realized 10 maunds per acre of wheat, and after PLL realized
 

12.7 raunds of wheat, we would say he experienced a 27% increase in
 
l2.7-10 

yield (2 710 x 100). However, no effort was made to isolate the inde

pendent effect of PLI. on yield, since this was outside the realm of this
 

study. Some of the in-rease in yield could have been due to improved 

agronomic practices as a result of contact with O3FA -aorkers. 

The third nost important benefit Is easier operation of trat tor and 

equiprient, i.e., ;m inc rease in plot size by reducing the number of 

bundtd tanits, .rod -re t-ffective utilization of modern aigricultural 

equip ent. From .a s;am~ple size of only eiglht, infortmants said that they 
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had experienced an average 382 impr ivvsment in time needed to perform 

their crop-related duties (plowing, planting, cultivating, etc.) on plots 

which had been precision leveled. 

The fourth most important benefit Is a reducti. in hired labor 

costs. This implies that fatrers were employing fewer laborers to work 

is no doubt related to the reduction in thetheir fields after PLI.,. This 

,iumber of bunded units and greater ense in utilizing modern agricultural 

equipment and technologies experienced on precision leveled parcels 

(location-sites). From a sample size of only eight, farmers said they
 

had experienced a 33% average reckviction in hired labor costs.
 

The fifth most important benefit is an improvement of status. 

Farmers surveyed would consistently rank improvement of status as the 

fourth or fifth most important benefit realized by P1.. A number of 

farmers also said that they expected to realize this benefit before the 

PI. work was actually begun (5X). In the pre-testing periods, farmers 

often said that one of the major benefits they felt after PLI. was that
 

their "fields looked nice" and that fellow and neighboring villagers
 

passing by would coment on the nice appearance of the precision leveled
 

fields to the farmers who had had PLL done themselves and to others as 

well. PLL farmers seemed to feel that this constituted an Improvement 

of their status In the eyes of others because it Implied that (1) they 

were viewed as progressive farmers, (2) they were viewed as having
 

enough money to afford PI.X, and (3) they were viewed -a- having "approach" 

to OFWI4 officials. By having "approacl", we mean that farmers viewed 

meaning having enough political, social, and economic connectionsthis as 

and power to accomplish a given administrative or bureaucratic task or 

oal. In Fnglish we might def[ie this as "having pull." In relat ion to 
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PLL, It meant that by using his connections with influential people In 

governmental agencies and/or ministries, etc., plus connections with
 

friendsand persons who themselves had the proper "approach," a farmer 

could muster enough people and resources (influential connections and
 

large enough and liquid enough resources frequently go hand-in-hand) to
 

aid him in getting the OFh' people and implements out to his farm to
 

PLL his land, to level as much land that he desires, in the way he
 

desires, and to level It when desired.
 

If a farmer is already quite influential and wealthy it his village
 

or chak, getting P1.1. may serve to further confirm his status. To a 

farmer wrhose status was perhaps'not as high as he would like it to be,
 

PLL may have been a way of increasing his status In his own eyes and In 

the eyes of others. To what degree one's status is increased by PLL Is
 

a matter of pure conjecture. If a benefit-cost study was done on PLL it 

would no doubt prove exceedingly difficult to put a relatively scarce
 

value on improvement of status, and consequently would probably be left
 

out of such an analysis. Nonetheless, it Is an important fact in the 

success of each thereof in developmenL programs, such as PLL. 

The sixth most important benefit is a reduction in family labor 

time, implying that less time was taken by the farmer and his family 

for field cperat ons after PLL. This is closely related to the benefit 

of a reduction in hired labor costs. From a sample size of only eight, 

farmers said they had experienced a 367 average reduction in family labor 

time on PI.L parcels or locat ion-sites. 

The reraining ,'ht beznwfits cited by faraers are of relative1v 

s-al l importance and therefore ,ill not 1wv discussed in detail. interest-d 

readt.r.q ri.ay, howevc.r, rt-fr to Talbe 22. thlle chi-square tests :.. ,ween 
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of PI'1. and between the expected and
the expected and actual benefits 


actual benefits and the two C.O.'s revealed nothing of significance.
 

There was a high degree of significance at the IT level between the 

There seemed to be a preponfourteen benefits of PLL and the C.O.'s. 

increasederance for farmers In Faisalabad to experlnce the benefits cif 


in cropping intensity, easier operation of bullocks and equipment, 
and 

than did farmers in Sahiwal. Likewise, there waWimprovement of status 

in Sahiwal to experience the benefits of easier a tendency for farmers 

operation of tractor and equipment and reduction in hired labor costs to
 

a greater degree than did farmers in Faisalabad.
 

of this survey that theThe hypothesis formulated during the courqe 

benefits of PLL are generally related to saving water and 
increasing
 

to be true, although there, are other very
production and yield proved 

as well. The hypothesis that the expected
important benefits realized 

benefits of PLL match the benefits actually experienced after PLL was 

the test no significant
also substantiated, since chi-square showed 

difference between the two. 

First,
The costs of PLL were investigated in two distinct ways. 


the direct, indirect, and total costs of PLL were deterrined 
in rupees.
 

Second, attempts were made to accurately identify and rank the most 

PI.I. as perceived by farmers. troublesome and significant costs of 


Table 23 presents the results found according to rupee cos-s per acre in 

both mean and median values, and also presents the meean and redian sub

rupee values are related to nean acreages,sidies received per acre (nean 


and median rupee values to median acreages). The direct costs of P1.1.
 

the of ourn tractor and time,were measured as sum the co'zI s of ftit- labor 

.rva- of PH.tra-tor rental (ranging betweet . 3'-4, per hour iin rowqt 
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work), OFWI equipment rental, equipment rental from private sources, 

and any hired labor costs for PLL work. 

We found a variety of indirr~t costs related to PLI. Including: 

1. 	 The cost of entertai-ient of OQRa staff such as food, tea and 

soft drinks during the cmrse of PI.X work. 

2. 	 The expenses Incurred either in gctting tile subsidy check from 

the OFIEM office or in getting the subsidy check cashe from the 

bank. These would include transportation, food and lodging 

charges incurred in going to either the bank or OFWM offices to 

attempt to speed up tile bureaucratic process, as well as any 

kickbacks or payments inmoney or kind to bank offtcials. 

3. 	 Tie loss of a cropping seasoi and any Income lost thereby. 

4. 	 aintenance costs of fields after P1I. such as touich-up work with 

tractor and land plane or bullocks and krah. 

5. 	 Loss of trees urrooted for P1.I.. 

6. 	 Overhaul of tractor engine as a result of tile strain put or it 

during PLI.. This is, of course, a questionable item as one 

cannot be sure of the cause of failure. 

The total costs of P1L1 are the suM of all direct and indirect ccsts. 

From 	Table 23, we see that ftr all the simple farmers the total cost.4 

mean and median values are rupees 579) are approxirtely 40X(both 

greater than the direct costs (wenn4?., nedion-1414), and that direct 

costs are approximately ! times (150Z) greater than tile indirect costs 

(mean-151, median-nlbh). However, the figures for indirect costs na'v be 

somewhat misleading and not accurately represented here. NO effort was 

m-lde to determine any sha(.w prices ifvolvcdnor to assign relat vel v 

scarce (marginal) vailues to thests co;tn. A41'p!,o-d tO th etar. 
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or direct, costs of P11, the indirect costs are more the subjective 

costi of the fazrmer and more prone to miscalculation. It is probnbly 

the case that the Indirect costs of (1) getting the subsidy check cashed 

from the bank and (2) loss of cropping season would be assigned consider

ably higher values if a complete benefit-cost study were attempted. 

The mean and median subsidy values per acre are roughly one-half
 

of the mean and median direct cost values, which is what is to be ex

pected. The subsidy, based upon the volume of earth moved, was designed
 

to cover approximately 50% of the costs of PLL--and according to the data
 

presented in this report, it does succeed in this respect. However, when
 

reviewing the data presented on total costs of PILL, we find that the
 

subsidy accounts for only about one-third of the cost. If adjustments 

were made to all of these costs, especially the indirect costs, based 

upon shadow prices and relativelv scarce values, it is likely that the 

subsidy would pay for even less than one-third of the total cost. How

ever, it can he arg;ued that the subsidy was never designed with the 

expressed purpose of covering one-half of the total costs of PLL, but 

only one-half of the direct costs, and this it appears to do quite Well. 

If a stzrvey were na;dc of a sa-mpling of farmers who have had PLI. done In 

the list year or so., one wotilld no douibt find that the costs of PLL have 

ot rising crude oil, %age labor, and tractorrisen Oharply !::the fact. 

and e'quip ent runt.A rt,es. The subsidy rate has correspondingly been 

varth moved to Rs 2 in theincreased frorm Rs. 1.50 per ,uhic n,ter of 

1979 vear by OF2 bst is increaseh. it not known whether thiis is enon 1 

to tover .he rnpid ifr-, it pr i,'.s and wage rate s throughout 

Pak is an. 
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Table 24 reveals that getting the check cashed from the bank is the 

third highest cost, i.e., troublesome or significant costs, as perceived 

by farmers--especially in the Faisalabad area-and that loss of a crop

ping season is the sixth most significant cost. This table presents a 

total of 148 responses from a total of 66 PLL farmers, or an average of 

2.2 different cost-responses per farmer.
 

From Table 24, we find that the greatest perceived cost of PLL to 

farmers is clearly tractor fuel and labor time. This is particularly 

pertinent to farmers owning their own tractors, whose major expense, by 

far, is paying for the diesel necessary to run the tractor and for the 

maintenance of the tractor and equipment. This and the rental of OFWH 

equipment, the fourth greatest perceived cost of all PLL. farmers, often 

c:xts owning their tractors.constituted the only major to those own 

(The casts are probably underestimated for these farmers as no depreciation 

charge was included.) ,Nine farmers (or 15% of the total surveyed) who 

woTed their own tractor(s) actually came very close to being reimbursed 

for all their direct costs of PI. with the help of their subsidy checks. 

Since they owned their own tractor(s) and much of the equipment needed 

for PLL (land planes) their expenses per acre for PLL were relatively 

quite low when compared to farmers who had to rent a tractor and most, 

if not all, of the equipment from OFW't for the P1Ll. work. Renting a 

tractor and renting OF'IH equipment were cited as the second and fourth 

most troublesome costs, respectively. 

As mentioned above, getting the subsidy check cashed frMh the 

bank was the third greatest perceived cost. A total of eight farmers, 

seven in Sahiwal and one in Falisalahad. or 1320 of the total P1.1. farrers 
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riablt. 2 . ,,-,t r0,u 1 . ,;tI s i.kiftcant) costs of Pi.I. (P1.1. o ly) -

.osts o: . 

Tracto'r fu. I .and :.abor 

(d i r,.,' ,',; 

F.i i a lbad 
•€,,. 

( 19) 

Sah 
No. 

21 

IwaI 
('N 

(30) 

Total 
o. ( .. 

36 ( 24) 

Tracto rt:ta. (,cro.t ,-st 12 (16) 11 (15) 23 ( 16) 

Cc t in", .; ,,ik,; ,:I. 
ind~ t.., ,st 

.sahed 17 (22) 4 ( 6) 21 ( 14) 

;,,.: r,.a .7 ( 9) 12 ( 17) 19 ( 13) 

iircd W,,,r ,tt 

(dir c -os. 

ios:: : ., I.- .son 
(i dir,,kt k ,st 

(;et tiu,. th ,.:;,s idv !rom 0-'M! 
( i di r . . ) 

8 

6 

5 

(10) 

( 8) 

( 6) 

10 

4 

2 

( 14) 

( 6) 

( 3) 

18 

10 

7 

(12) 

( 7) 

( 5) 

All 

IF; 

, 

,:: 

i:'r.: " ,-t) 

it~i t-n',-rt1iwzc. 

( 

( 

3) 

5) 

5 

1 

( 

( 

7) 

1) 

7 

5 

( 

( 

5) 

3) 

Equipment rc:-t. i ron pri.'att 0 (0) 1. (1) 1 (1) 

.Maintc.:', <,, I ( 1) 0 ( 0) 1 ( 1) 

77 (100) 71 (100) 148 (100) 
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surveyed, reported that they had not received their subsidy money at
 

the time of the survey. This was after an average waiting time of about
 

one year. The procedure followed Is for a farmer to either be issued 

or mailed a subsidy check from OFWM soon after the PLL work has been 

completed, although as Table 24 shows, seven farmers reported difficulty 

in getting their checks issued from the OFWM office. 

In order to get the subsidy check cashed, the farmer must first 

deposit the cP'.!ck in a local bank. If, as is usually the case, he does 

not already 'havean existing a~count in a bank. he must open one at the 

standard charge of Rs. 10. If he has had land leveled in his son's, 

daughter's, brother's, etc., name he must have these family relations 

sign over the check(s) to him. T"he check(s) then go from the local bank 

to the Revenue Department which controls the funds for this subsidy 

program and who must approve the check. Oftentimes the check must be 

sent back to the OFW office concerned for an official approval or
 

clarification. The check may be passed around governmental departments
 

in this way for some period of time. Occasionally the check may remain 

somewhere within the Revenue Department for a considerable amount of 

time with no action being taken on its approval and release for payment. 

When efforts by OFWX personnel tat the appeals of the farmers) to get 

Revenue Department officials to take action on the payment of checks 

are not successful, farmers must invariably go personally to the Revenue 

office to try and remedy the situation. Since some 35Z (21 out of 60) 

of all sample farmers said that they had had problems in getting their 

checks cashed, this implies that it is a serious problem with the pro

gtam. Several farmers reported having to pay bribes, either in kind or 

amney, to bank officials; anti having to miake rpeatvd trips to Revenue 

and bank offices to get their checks ca-hed. 5t'vtq'al fartners (e~ight 
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I I k.1) a - to Liis i a , ticeeded in getting their check,'. ) 

-ahed, ;and have t.l but givvn iap trying. 

The final hlvpoth:is .mide with regard to the impact of the PLL 

prolraa was that farmvrs; who havre had LI. are anxious to get more, unless 

at of their land has alrsvaty been precision leveled. We found that. 781 

('7 out of 60) of al 1 pi,, fariers were interested in getting more PLL 

for their farm;. Of the 22' (13 out of 60) who said they were not 

intereste.d in further P[.L, the majority sai that the major reasons for 

this lack of interest were that either there was no need, i.e., their 

remaining land was already level etiough, that there was no more of their 

land left to PI1, .t ,at they were retiring frovt fatming. Ten other 

re.asons wt:re also piven for a lack of interest in future PLL, as Indi

cated in T.-ble 25. 1here were a total of 23 responses given, or an 

averatle ot ahoitiat tw.w rorsponses per f..ier. 

From Zhe - ,ceasons lack interest future,:. 'av for ot in 

i'lL., .4 !hr thai ti- rtas ni that their remaining land was already leveled 

!4' ir iaLt lstat Wn,asked the question of what would encourage 

le, to ava i I t hi v. of r"ore (,faiture) P1I... The results are presented 

in"Table .'-. Thor,a.:..r. ,a total of 16 respons,_ s given, or an average of 

.Abmnit tit:,- rk ;ponits : p-,,r farrer. Five farmers out of the 6 who were 

.a;k,.A tihi . yw st i n iv-p iied that the,- would be encouraged to get more 

!'l. iI lhit fatur I tt1.. I;r (.tin- of t rees was not made essential by 

;rs.nn'I P1.1, ct in their!, 4'I1" I.Ar ,,r if OFNN i 4 -ceed lowering 

.aL.,k tall. ( .... v rtid.,'v th,, proble.ms ,of wate l ogging and salinity). 

S'. cv ,,.. r, .aid Y-',* tu d %, ,,n,-xra:z>d if they had their own tractor 

,, .it a . e-re .', A farmers- compilainedr .r -o Ar. , that 

thrii..'i '.. a *', . ... ,, ,*" , W' r!"A'ut ihv the farmers so that 

r. . ,!, Itt 1lic allao A C T..,' - , t-.'.ul t-oo-tt k t, 'lidarnct 
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Table 25. Reasons for lack of interest in uttIrt, PIA. (otalI rt.s.opone,; 

n 1) (1.1.1 irrAr on Iv) k-olurav ;w ri'aenragecs, 

Reasolls Fa I q;1 I a.lM Sida i W. I lt I 

No need (land level enough); re tirin '
 

from farmin; no more land tA ( 1HA - (31)
 

No tract or--tractor tool e~ptniV I Ii) 1 ( I a 2 ( 9) 

Lick of approarh 2 !1) i 1 0) 7 ( 9t) 

Check too hard to pet a' hled i ron 
2bank 2) 


Loss of cropping ie-, ,', 2 Ia ' 0) . 4 9)
 

I.., Iss if t ree.; i ( i) l i i . ' ( 9)
 

Waterloritqin, increases aflter I1. 2 ( 1) 0) ( i3) 2 ( 9)
 

Pri,.'ate eqtiipment rental too
 

,, e,,, e I I hI) ! ( 0) I t 4) 

tMIN takes I t ow' andtoo to: 
do PLI. work I fb) 0 ( 1)1 ( 4) 

to from 0 0) 11) ) 

Status reduced (embarrassment 

Sub itdy too hard pet (FW! 	 0 1 1 

occurred) I ( 6) ( 0 ) 1 ( ") 

Tota 1 16 (100) 7 (100) 23 (100) 

Table 26. 	 Encouragements to get =,)re (future) PI. (total responses; 

n-6)(Pl. only). 

Ree'ons 	 Faisilabad Sall ia I Total 

No. ( ) o. (Z ) No. ( ) 

If no uprooting of trees was necessary:
 

if water table was lowered ( 33) 1 ( 25) 5 (31)
 

Increase in subsidy 2 (17) 1 (25) 3 (19)
 

If tractor 	was owned/available/
 

cheaper to rent 2 (17) 1 (25) ' (19)
 

If I'Ll. was done when requested
 
and on time 2 (17) 0 ( 0) 2 (13)
 

If more technical guidance were 
provided by OFUH ! ( 8) 1 (25) 2 (11)
 

If check casing priucedures were
 
siMplIlfied 1 ( ) ) ( 0) ( 6)
 

Total 	 2 (100) (1)M (100) 



for PL. w.as not providetd by 01V-1. and that the cebck cshiag procedure 

Iteede.d spl i f:in . 

T u, tpi h!i !.iCe , hc rep,-rt, w,-Ihave found that those 

farmers vh ha, ! P!. wve nortL f~l' !o be approached by or to 

~ ill~c-emc ti~~~ than were N~o P1.1. farmers, 

and inl His -av ,,,, t iott full ,ettails abont the program.t.:: rt,% 

'It t t heardSixtv-si:x ivr r 11111. r,-zc.-r.i said they abtout the program 

i'v sot'o ;Iiuc crta . t h 01I" petsoniae. o~nly 15% of all N~o 

PL.IaL re r' - tn',t; d,;r .n t .'ict with ths pro)gran in this way, 

With t he i.,,-in,- ttl i ,rrAn thr,gh se,-ond and third hand 

souce Ihe rv ua-- a l a iu f or larj,,r farrers to have come into 

,:ot l,'|~.wt -uoie an sa-..ller arners. The majority of farmersi ti u 

did their PIUL."'or'p. it.,tvquatL- supply of OFU.i implements, surveying 

and o:eidnc.found mre ver. sall and smaill farmers werefe t.hat 

able to :et .i sbsidv ad partici pate In the progran without much OFWH 

participation, than wouid other ise have been the case. Thost: who 

utilized the maxii u degree of OF,1 guidance, etc., tended to be better 

educated farrers who owned their own tractors. We found that tractors, 

land planes (blades), and scrapers were =1tnv used to do PLL work, but 

that sore uork was donv by but lock and krah. Most of the tractors used 

were either owned by the P1.1. farners themselves or were renttd from 

private (village) s8'urCUS. Mohst of the land planes (blades) used were 

rented from OF,,, but a number of P1.1. farrx-rs reported owning these 

implements. As noted before, those traccor blades may not havrd ac',jal " 

been land plant's. Sc'rapers tended largely to he rented from OFI4N and 

bullock krahs were largely owun:d. !lost of the P1.1. work was begun within 

two weeks from when all the arrangvnents between the werefarmer and %FPI,. 
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to take longer the rtoref i~talized. The duration of the P1. .ork tended 

acres there were to be precis ion leveled ;ind if a tractor was owned. 

The mlor benet its of PUI. a-e ;rr- t-d b, farm -r wer- (!) rederd 

time to irrigate ( t.s wate.r per at-re), () ber ter crop product ion and 

higher yield, (3) easier operati on oi tractor and etjtitrxent (increase in 

plot size) and more effect ive ut iii i:at ion of rmoiJrn iagrtcult ira I equip

nent, (4) reduction ti hired labor costs, (0) improvement of stattis, and 

of P1.1(6) reduction in fati y labor t ir'. 7he -tvjor pe rcelved costs 

are, in oreer of importance, (1) tractor ffiel and labor t in., (?) tractor 

rental, (3) getting the subsidy check cashed zfrori the bank, (4) ON, 

a croppingequipment rental, (5) hired labor costs, and (6) loss of 

season. The subsidy averaged approxirately one-half of the direct costs 

of PI.I., but only about one-third of the total costs. The indirect costs 

of PLL were larger than expected--abaut half the average direct costs 

of PI.L. 

Farmers seem generally willing and anxious to avail themselves of
 

even though most of them do not, of course, qualifymore (future) PLI,, 

are able to somehow subdivide more offor future subsidies unless they 

land holdings in the names of other family relations. It was alsotheir 

found that half of the PLL farmers interviewed said that their fields 

had been inspected at least once after the inspections on which the 

payments were basf.,d. 

These "follow-up" Inspections are in compliance with OFWX guidelines.
 

had not been so inspected. We feltHowever, half said chat their fields 

it unlikely that the farmers' fields could have been inspected without
 

the farmers' knowledge, since the presence of any outsider in the village
 

of chak is quickly made comon knowledge, and their activities are
 

keenly observed by all. 



Mavin4 .xa'-ind : , Of,t 0, :-ior characteristics of PLL and No P.1. 

,-r-, n, trri - ;, ,. t th. ior ' impacts and problems of the PLL 

;ro-an., and tit v -i or f f i, !,.t;;ond costs of PI,., we are now in 

,I ros, i4,i, t ,,.v.it i . , rn of this survey: The constraints 

on farn-r,, I!'; vht,ltpvii .md very .rllI farmer.., in the PLL pro

-I:rIi |'rtt,.t i , t1he te:t .itit.aires it -as observed that there 

't-rt' inv ,i tert ,= vv:iy ar.ers for not participating in the 

P1.1. irorrar. W. the tv'id o! t!t, ,urvev a total of 36 different reasons 

had been i'ut rwvrk , f;ar:-vr for not doing PLI., but we were able to 

corinh thet-e l.to e 1 1 jo,r ,-n-;t raint s. 

One of the t r. .tssirntion;; -- dide, wla- that by the nature of our 

definit io of No I'LL., -rsdesignatet! were aware of the program 

but hAd niot attetpstd to jparti-i;.:ti.. This was generally the ease, but 

IOx of tile No P1.1. (6 o11, ol 6t0) w:-. found to have actually attempted to 

avail themselv.; oi PI.1.. Of the-;e b who had tried to get PLL but failed, 

a majority attributed their failtre to lack of approach, i.e., a lack of 

political, social, or onoeic !"pull," (see discussion of 'approach' in 

previous section), o," becaust- of an Inabilitv to get their application 

processed for varito; rtnasons ( ihle 27). 

The actual constraints as perce'.'ev by sar=pled farwrs are 

illustrated in Table 28, which indicates the various reasons reported 

for not doing I'ir. As was the %av;v with noe of the previous tables, 

Table 28 tepresent.s all thlw responses viven by farmers with the reali

zation that far--!rs invario.,hlv provilded is wIth =ore than one reason 

for not doing PI.. Many farners pr,,vited op to five =-ajor reasons for 

not doing I'LL, and then we were itble to get far-xrs to rank thesk- reasons 



Table 27. Reasons for not Succet.diiw imhi gettittg PI.I. (total responses;
n,,6)(No PI.I only). 

C o d e s lotal Farmers 

Lack of approach; unable to l144 at. and meet
 

with OF,; was ignored by OFV I. (44)
 

App!ication given to OtF'V, but sit responst.'
 
received; was ruled ineligible for PI.I.; OFMI
 
said land was too rough to P|.L. 3 (33)
 

LIaziness I (11) 

OFUN9 is goiny, to start PI.I. iork on mv farm
 
in near future 1 ( 1)
 

Tot a 9 (10o) 



,o.t t a ITab It, -. Rlisonis . or mit f 111,1 z respona se:z ; n-60) (C,! P1.. 
I':) 	 - Col:t- -t i. 

Ij : Vit sialbad Sailwal Total 
.. . . .. .. .. .. ...... . . .... ..... . . . . . . ... .. .... . .. . ,',: . (Z ) N o7, . (Z) No . ( ! 

|. 1.1ld dmitb IV 1-y i',4d Ill)< tv.i i 1 '1'0,1 

(12) ii' (28) J, (21)t-iid), I ,oS Ot un*ll , , , 

ith 	bel it', I ,7 i %tJ) IIIn V (16,,) 

/
"Iot I nt'. i 	 t ull fwIi 'I t part i t i 

t 	 . t .. k a t 

by ,,- I ; t,,>q.....- ' , 21 8) 17 (16) (21).:i !>~i ( 	 4,3 

, . n,* .,.i " 17 (18) 20 (18) 37 (18) 

4 rt - .1vt lMi .st 	 .z ' l 

IL,:r d ,i p i-t*,t .r )f ,,1 l - .o, l'S 
wtvu ?eju.e;t<d .-, ua: 1,, 15) 8 (7) 22 (11) 

Kite a, i b,;i~ . ,, , 	 (5) 13 (12) 18 (9) 

6. t , Pp 	 I I 1.1- ) 3 (3) 16 (8) 

.	 I ow : JkU P IIi I 1 5 (5 (3) 

t .r-,i 1 1 	 (1) 4 (1) 5 (2) 

9. Sublid t,,, ,ii! i, . it , ,t !z: 4,I,! 1 (1) 1 () 2 (1) 

10. 	 Subs idy hck ,,o di Iicult a 

cashided fro:: bjl, (1) 1 (1) 2 (1) 

II. 	 WaterI 'ltl . .im!/ i or s.; Ii it pi lo I . s 

too great (1) 1 (1) 2 (1) 

12. 	 L nd itOt yet, distributed t.1ae (In ny 

Catll rIl ) l1and owiOl' i'i p not vt 
transferred .mong fai il/ b, (1) (1) (1)m !qtr 	 1 2 

13. 	 Unil ling Lo uproit trees required 

In !11.1. program 0 (0) 2 (2) 2 (1) 

14. 	 O-, requlres kickbacks ( (0) 1, (1) 1 (0) 

15. 	 Plots aire tot) fir frir- piveid roAd 1 (1) 0 (0) 1 (0) 

16. 	 Bulldozer is rcqvir.d ti PI.. land. 
I 1) 0 (0) 1 (0)bint is not 	 avai lab lt. 

17. 	 Tractor mA n ni' 1, retdi r [ i 1li, d 

to 11'. .jork ait. ,, I:, ! (0) 1 (1) I 

18. 	 if red labor ,-osl ior I. aIrt tao 
(1) 0 (0) 1 (0)costly and 	 trotzlvst,:vt 

95 (100) 	 0ii(100) ()O WT,a 1 
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in descending order for us. here werv an average of approxi-atelv two 

responses per farmer. labl 3' repr.,sent- Ohe sut of ;ill the reasons 

(from I to 5) given by farr'. 

T'bis table reveals that ot of the 18 cvtestraints provided, six of 

aid m-t Itor consi;tra int. The ra jor constraintthem -tand o,-t as signi I icant 

on s .all farmers (all but threv of the o I'. far-ers interviewed were 

either very small or su ll! fari.ers in tem; of o-.niet-shllp size) i.' That 

there is no available land for PI.1, i.v., land is be ing double cropped 

and the farmer feels that part icipatioin ill PLl. wotild result in the los; 

of a cropping season. This i uditcate,; that twt- m-joritv of land is being, 

utilized to capacity. and none can rvadilv lie spared for PLIL. Actually 

the gituation is that land is ovailablt, for P1.1, for a brief period o. 

about (Pone or two ronths between croppi-ig sea-cns, but the majoritv of 

farmers feel that this is not enourh tiric to goarantee that any P1,I. work 

will be completed before tihe next crop must be planted. These farmt-rs 

are so dependent upon their crops and agricultural produce for supplying 

their basic needs that they cannot afford the loss of a cropping season 

which may result from being involved in the PI.!. program. The general 

feeling is that it will prove difficult to get the PLI. work done in time 

for the next crop, especially since the month-or-so-long periodi between 

is the period of peak demand for OFWX services with regard to crops 

precision leveling.
 

The second major constraint in tirms of importance, is a combination 

lack of
of not being convinced of the benefits of PLL as well as a 


Included in this category are the responses
knowledge about the program. 


that fields are already level enough. only recently came to knaw about 

the PI.1. program. simply not interested (with no particular explanation 

given), land can be satisfactorily leveled by self. laziness (no attempt 



to fin, out ,boit Ohe pz, r . v as 1 i- tvraI 1..ck Of tit0 .rest in 

ta r, ;tt;) * and too b, I v t h N:.- 'wentyv-one petrcent of allsparc 'Ll.. 

, Pti a rzrr- expre,.,;ed t hi:, as I -ii'.j or. osttAitlt, whi.'i tells us two 

thInits: (I) f-:an?, r-ter:; who do ,ot p.rt i cipatt, feel that t he costs of 

PT.1 ot'I wc gh t I )t it i ; -ind t ha I i n: t prof itab Ie or at any rate 

easi I; aifrdhle.trer:; that is in theaoy .IvI'v te, It profitable 

long-run, but ctot at ord.,1.. in the shor: -run A!;'.,. (2) la-k of knowl

cae .bost lhe pro-r.r" ta': prtvent in!* an'n far-ers from participating 

i0 tht, proyra:..i, 1 ia,. hti,-1h Iiritatiozis in the operation of 

the I! A. prorar-. Sa'vin-evo ,arr-rs font u'? 6d0 x.tnplvd) or 287, said 

t hat t hi - . A Ctn*,,r.1 it . 

r n ti.t implementThe third ,,ozitnr t int I-; trae, tr and/or rental 

too . t,-.. We hat. alreadyis vit hir (osi I or, i , , avia lible. 

seetl hat L.It ,Ot traCLE0 owne rst.h ;waip .,,,rioui con:;tra Iitt to even 

t hIose PI.i ctal- x,I z ,, I)t havefi.r.-rs I; t d ,o.--a; .i shown--larger 

in fa rm si e , ha,tc Itss ira en tat io otilld ItI i i-s, and engage in 

more cash-cropping tiin No PI. farmers; and that tractor rental was the 

major cost to then of the Pl.l. work. By and l.arge, No P1.l. farmers are 

too poor to engage In precision loveling, or at least will admit that 

they are too poor. 

The fourth major constraint i- .I general mistru:;t of OFWX and 

government workers in general, i and that the reputation of OFW.I workers 

for doing PI.1. work properly (efficiittly ), on time, in the tim, period 

between croppin;- scasons when requested, i not good. Eleven percent 

So tarmers ioof all PL. lntervie&.d elirit-d fliiep!,lIn this effect. 

Mitch of ti eir nistrust aid in conern with 01-,:! ere based 

on hear..ay arid from second- anid third-hmnid -. or(ves. It -.Jotilt: also be 



pointed out that we found thie reputation of 0 IZI workers to be 

cons iderably higher than that of other %;overn t of Iakistazi emplovees 

wh frequently deal with f,;t--ers.. ;vrthc les;, this general 

suspicion poses a cha lunge to 11A. teans. 

There appeared t,, he a number of complaint,, against OFhM with regard 

to the inprovement of watercourse,, which inatura liy in luenced st"re 

farmers to say that one of the reasons whv th el"taitlld not do PI.. was 

because of a aistrust of VIFhi. and that the repuit t ion of I01-1X workers 

wa. not good. Complaint-; with reg':trd to th, irprovvn-ent of watercoursees 

included feel ings that OFlCM discrinirtated .1gainst stna l famers (also 

rlevant with respect to PL..), took long in co.iplet ion of work, ignored 

sone village apiplicat ions, pract iced in certain corrupt ions (i.e., con

centration of the rL-x-ority of the culvert-bridges on larger and -. ore 

accrued to,a selectinfluential farmers' land!;), and that the benefits 

minority on the improved and unimproved watercourses. Smaller farmoars 

(especially those in the very .=ali category) also explressed a feeling 

that OFMM was reluctant to work with them and preferred larger farmers. 

The pressure, be it small or large, put on O17M workers to meet the P1.1. 

guidelines target goals of each WDO (land Development Officer) leveling 

30 acres of land per month, no doubt was to some degree responsible for 

their preferential treatment to larger farmers who were willing to PI.i. 

more land than smaller farmers. 

The fifth major constraint is a feeling that the rate of subsidy is 

This, in effect, relates to the third major constraint of tootoo low. 


costly tractor (and implement) rental rates, since it also corresponds
 

to a feeling of a lack of money to do PI.L. This constraint was voiced
 

by considerably more farmers in the Sahiwal area than in the Faisalabad
 

aret. and by smaller farmers, in general, as a rale.
 



The sixth ljor constra.t as pur, eti ivv by farmers is a lack of 

approach to OFWMi. This inplic's that "inv farmers (8Z of those surveyed) 

are '1in it 4,: are notno o P1.1-, par:, 'aosu .;i -elitig that they able 

to get i: touch witk the OFW* poIp,. fill o: tt all the necessary applica

tions !or I',LL and siccd in ;t' tin tie o-4 pople out to level their 

fields when diesiretd and t ,or when This,'t %h cormplete-A desi red. is 

sonewhwat re a%d, to t hu ionst ra i lt '! "I ack ot kN-r'owedge," since if 

certai an r=i rt we rt., ort. 7,7Arv o h, proctd-urt s ivolved in the P1.1. 

progr.t= they would pe.rhaps Ie raorv .0, lv to get i'l.1. work done on their 

landed holdings. Ihert.r was ai preu!orniiat'c for this sixth major constraint 

to be felt =rort so in the Faisalabad arta than in tile Sahiwal area. 

'Te other twetv' constraints lis, -d iUi 2 are of minor 

im'ort in:v and are no: disctLIs,ctd it; dot. 1 1 here. 

It was hyipothesized tLt tthe rulatLi ve importance of the (6) major 

constraints in the I'Ll. OrograrI. wo ild be it smo way related to such 

variables as farn size, degree of cash farming, education level, type of 

watercourse, tractor ownership, and percentage of irrigation water needs 

met in the two cropping seasons;. In fact, only the last two of these 

variables, tractor ownership (107. s.l.) and percentage of irrigation 

water needs met (5$ s.l.), showre.! any relationship to the six major con

straints. This im;plies that there .4 nio strong tendency for farmers 

citing the various six najor constraints to be concentrated in any way 

among the farm size categories, the de)-ree of cash faming, the education 

level, or along diffvrent typcsiof watercoursets. However, :here is a 

for all farmers citing the ,. six major constraints as important,tendency 

to generally not oun tractors, and to be dependent upon buillock power 

and the revtal ot tractors from_ private ('village) sources. 'There Is 



also a tendency for those So P1.1. farmers who said that double c'ropp1 ,'a/ 

loss of a cropping season, and riistrust of OF1,! were major constraits 

to have 75% or less of their irrigation water needs met year-round, and 

for those who said that lack oif knowledge (and not being convinced of 

the benefits of PLL) and lack of approach to OFM were Major constraints 

to have more than 75. of their water needs met 'ear-routid. Hwever. it 

appears doubtful that this finding can prove to be of any great rele

vance with regard to PI... Relevant tables are not show, in the text 

but are given in Appendix A (AIO, All, A12, A13. A14., AIS). 

,n summary, we have found that the main constraints on small (and 

very small) farmers in the PLI. program as perceived by the farmers them

selves are, in order of important, (1) loss of i cropping season and 

double cropping of land, i.e., no available land for P.L., (2) a lack of 

know edge about the PLI. program and not being convinced of the benefits 

of PI.L, (3) tractor and/or implement rental is too costly. (4) a mis

trust of OFUt and government workers in general, (5) the rate of subsidy 

is too low, and (6) a lick of approach to OFMI. The majority of No P1.1. 

farmtrs had never attempted to get PLI.L. Of the 107 of all No PI.L 

farmers who did attempt to get PLL, they cited the reasons of lack of 

approach to OFRI and an inability to get their application for PLI. 

proce-.ed -, the major reasons for failing to succeed in getting PI.L. 

At the end of the two questionnaires used for this survey, we asked 

farmers (both PLL and No PLL) the hypothetical question of: "If you 

were to ever avail yourself of PLL in the future, what would be the 

source of performing your future P1I..?" The results of this question 

are presented in Table 29. There was a high degree of significance shown
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Table 29. Sotirce of future PI14. (P. vs. So P..) - column percentages.
 

I11. No PI.I. AI I Farmers
 

self 7 (13) 17 (29) 24 (21) 

Privt(0) 2 (3) 2 (2) 

OF .M 3 ) (25) 18 (16) 

Self and Privatv. I (0) 6 (10) 6 (5) 

Se If .1d OF%"8' ("9) 17 (29) 55 (48) 

Priv:te .nd O W1 1 (2) 0 (0) 1 (1) 

Seli and Privatc andf oFln! 1l1) 1 (2) 8 (7) 

Total 55 (100) 59 (100) 114 (100)
P11.l.i.No Pmt %,,. source of f uture PL.I.: -4"=12.700 6df s.l.-.OO1 
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by the chi-square test (sipnificant at the 0.17 level) between PI.. and 

No PL. iarmers in response to this questitin. .1o PI.1. farriers tend,,d to 

say thart they would prefer t itt lr &h,ttture (hvpot1etl t.I..1) work be 

done Ceiher by thm'se I ves alo, (?Q>), I-I I he f-Zlv,:t.'th I,4 assistance 

from OFPI. (297), by OFWU. alon.e (2i,'), ;-Ind by themselves with the use of 

private sources for equipment, etc. (10'). Fift °-six percent of all No 

PLL farmers expressed .I desire to work with OMFW in soce form. for ftlture 

P. work. 

Most of the No 11. and 11A. (87 ) .armt-rs ex'ressed a good feeling
 

towards OFUN and the type of work thev performed. P.i. farners over

whelmingly tended to sav that thv would preftir tha, their future PI.L 

work done by thentselv.%witit the assistance of O)FlM. (b9.). Those 

wbo had had P1I. work lotte seeoed pleased with the work done, but ex

rresse! a general desire to bo less dependent utp,,tl OF for futuro Pl.l. 

worko . The general feeling seemed to be that now that they (PI.I. farmers) 

had experienced P1I... they vere better able to nanage future PI.I. work by 

themselves, with less utill 'ation of OF .M personnel and equiprent. Wile 

542 of the No PtI.. farmers felf they needed th14 help of OF1.i to do PI.., 

another 422 (self + private + self and private) felt that they could level 

their fields to their own satisfaction in the future without the aid and 

guidance of OF.M. These farb.ers said that they would level their fields 

(and are currently leveling their fields) through the use of bullocks and 

krah and tractor (usually private rental) and land planes--thereby avod

ing the expensive and "troutlesome'" job of dealing with anti through OFW> 

beyond a certain degree. It seems likely that these farmers still do 

not understand the necessity of precise surveys for doing accurate land 

leveling.
 



h vt .;a rd ,. rv .2. .! it i .,~ . .va i t l e t. ,r PSI . . we fo un d tha t 

° th trv w a A a-,I " ,,t'it t > 4 i ,' i 1 t wee , i, t n or l ion I'I.for 

.... .a,,> ,,i~ t.l {,, ,; >i,:lil Aa cv't at Lhe I W-1 Ieve I),ana No ! !A.I . 
as 

shflo~'- in ~t.! • l. PV.. : ;i-r , , 1hdto my,ore, so than No PIL farmers, 

that .. it W.I., . I. , , , t'h riCal ferti 1 izers and tt bv't:L.!: 

hut 1,1, It N .I.. .,' 11 at ;:A r.,- tc ndt-d to sa, , moretr so than PLI farmers, 

'll ,:h.it . no ,i tvai 1 - u e rvdit for I'I.1. because either 

:Itt-resc rat . J'JJ *1i :,'it..: .,k, " J' .,i? arc t ot high , because they are 

oppo-4vt! ", r i J , f, :cI , rei' ons {i. 1s1i) , or because it was
 

be neat ! Ih. , i r " i ,tit adior prv t i gt, to ,, bank loans for any purt utit ii 

oth I v 18' , r t-wtr-, t, t e v I nd I cat cd that credit was avai l

able ",or P m I i'. that
I'!,!. luH a -. i adicatt . ie had aczdally received 

.1 .,.t i, v.l% :,l, n i-, P .!1 W, rk . 

hi'c!udL-d a, pairt of th qli stioniaire was provision for any 

sua ge,;t i ao; al r- ta ir-At it, ange the existing PLL program. 

From. these sag;-stiflzt a table Was canstrulcted of the fifteen major types 

of suggestions tlorual dV.A With respcct to PIL and No PLI, farmers. The 

restilts app,.ar ia lablv 11 bcolow. M 'i'; farriers presented four or five 

diffctrent , Wtora:; , orh,rh s one, whi prest-rnted only or two, which 

explains Wihy tie total nuiwber of farniers providing suggestions is 274 

(27', responses + 120 total farmers - an average of 2.28 responses per 

fa i'me) There is indIft'at ion fram tLhe chi-square test of a high degree 

of signifIfi.cain-t (at, tht 4. t-v: 0littween the types of suggestions 

provided by P11.1. ani :',, ti.1, larie s. IA. far ers tended to rovide tI'

suggestions relatiug , h1 - t. itopt1em-uts, that th* sabsidL' --heck should 

be lde t'ds ier to get. ctft,,d tron the bank, anid tht buSlldo;.ers O....,Ad be 

made available for P1t. work morte (r'iou1ntl v thai No 11.1. farmers. 



rap e 30. Credit O'lt,V No. t t :l riponuie.;) 

N~P11. TotalIr~I~~ 

Not interested: tit) r 

%o nt.d, but i. aw,1L,-L1t I0vI) 10 

() 

,) ii 

It)) 20 17) 

Av.a i 13bIl t tor traecto r. ica 

fert .1I .er and tubt eI I, t*ut 
not for PI.. 

Nat ,tvallable at all 

Received credit for P1.1 

rIat.-rcst ra:tes. and inscat~lin iet 

21 

I 
-,it 

U- ) 

. 

I (..) 

(2) 

t 

1!(1) 

1 

(31) 

1) 

too high; opposed due' to rv,ii
giowti re,-.asons; bllveilth. mnv 

dignitv/pre'st ige 

Toral 

11 

.i 

'2) 

I ml1) 

: ) 

I (Woll) 

11 

117 

(91 ) 

l{t) 

,. PIA, vs. credit: !I . f 
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Table 1 Fam.-, iggesthos (sUin of fasAer res onsets). 
--- 1Total 

Pl.l No PL responses 

'Codes 	 Mlo. (2) No. () No. 

1. 	 OPI officials must be honest and co
operative with farmers; should provide
 

techiical guidance and do better
 
surveying work; should come and do
 
6more 


PLL work on time (when requested) and 
work quickly; should not refuse to PI. 26 (19) 33 (24) 59 (22) 

plots less than 4-5 acres; should not 
ignora/discriminate against small 
fa raeia 

2. Tractor atfi/or operator should be uadel 

available from OlU'W at a low rate 124 (18) 24 (18) 48 (18)
 

(lower than private rental ones).
 

3. bubsidy should he increased to coin
side more with tie actual costs of PIX,
 
subsidy should be paid for thcj loss of,
 
crop(s); for decrease in yield during
 
the first cropping season after P11. 23 (17) 22 (16) 45 (16)
 
(in the form of cash tir chemical fer
tilizer); for repairing the tractor
 
after the great. strain pot on it by 
P.L. work; for the loss of trees.
 

4. OFWH should make the full detaills
 
about the PI. program and subtdy
 
easily known to all farmers; call a 8 (6) 25 (18) 33 (12)
 

meeting in villages to explain the I'LLI
 

program to all the farmers; OMN
 
should make more efforts in approach-
Ing farmers and explaining the I1.,
 
program to them
 

wt more subrtdy!5. 	 Smaller tarmrwr, should 
than the larger ones; advance subsidy 
should be made available (especialky 6 (4) 12 (9) 18 (7)
 

for small farmers). 

6. 	 Payment of OFUWH imple-ents slit ld not 
be demanded In advance; rent for im'
plements should not he subtracted irom
 

the subsily check; I rmrers shoel d not
 
be charged reat ior tilt itpleet((nts O(6
 

tile days when they are tiot eised;'H (9) 1 (2) 16 (6)
 
the Implements should be kvpt in wark- i
 

ing order; farrers sh.tuhl not 1Iu siht,
 

to bring the impleents lying else
where but OMH sh.'uld arrange to brin,
 

them; the implements should b4 - rt'
 
easily available (less delay).
 



Table 31. Farmer sugest-tos (son of !armew responsos)(Continqed). 

PLL No PLL responses 

... ..... _o.___¢_) 	 ( 2o)Codes 	 . __ N No. ) 

7. Subsidy check should be made easier
 
to get cashed from the bank. 13 (9) 3 (2) 16 (6) 

8. Hake bulldozers available for PLL work. 8 (6) 3 (2) 11 (4) 

9. OFWM equipment rental rates should 
be decreased. 	 6 (4) 3 (2) 9 (3)
 

10. 	 Subsidy check should be made easier 
ta get from OVUM. 5 (4) 1 (1) 6 (2) 

11. 	Credit should be made easily avail
able for PLL. 	 2 41) 4 (3) 6 (2) 

12. 	 PLL and W/C improvement should be made 
compulsary in all villages; OM 
should have legal power for PLL and 
'IC improvement; PLL should be done by 2 (1) 1 (1) 3 (1) 
GF1M and then farmer should be .harged 
afterwards, after the sbsidy is given 
to the farmers.
 

13. 	 Bullock-drawn scrapers should be devel
oped and made accessible; private PLL 
agencies should be establ ,shed and 0 (0) 2 (1) 2 (1) 
encouraged. 

14. 	 Acreage limit of 5 acres for PIll. with 
subsidy should be increased (o,1 (I ) 0 (0) 1 (0) 
removed entirely). 

15. 	Land should be consolidated before 
PLL program. 0 (0) 1 (1) 1 (0) 

= 
PLL/No PLL vs. Suggestions: X" = 35.050 14df s.l. .001 



wlerv that (1) OFUN' ,fgij4 ;, an.sploVet' Should b ore hoiest and 

cooper at ive with arwers and that tl i sht-aid not discriminare against 

sa II farmern; (2) 'i-actor and/or operators should be wide available from 

OMN.ai ratvs l wer than private (villagc) rental rates; (3) the subsidy 

costs:thoild be increased to coincide more with tle actual (total or real) 

regard to the Income Iost frM crops a-, a resultof PI.L, especially with 

cf PI. and loss of the first cropping season; (4) OF".i should make more 

out and e-xplain the full deails of the program to farmirs;effort tis svek 

be granted larger (and/or adwnce) subsidies than!S)smll famers should 

large fajmers, , tf i, rental payments for O(W0! Imple-ments should not be 

Jerianded in advaw, , the reot should not be subtiacted from the subsidy 

check, rent -|oi it bwLclhirged when the implmets are not In use, and 

and easil%, ,tvaiable, and (7) thethe implceiats h .ild k,,e vgvre plentiful 

Subsidi.j 4:1"lk sht 1 tw r,"dv easietr it get cashed trom the bank. 

The above > i, the farmers' perceived needs orIons reflect 

to avoidprefert-nces. So, oi them, ituci as the need for OFMI staff 

di.wrimilnilion ,,.iwnt ri ll fIare.ers, the need for OFUX personnel to 

the full detail s of the program to farmers, avail:;sek o tt andl xi.,io 

c sipe, Itally the need to changes in the checkAbilti ov igpli .... , and 


.adin,i prto '1ut . . an be endorsed without qualiication.
 

rei'duh'd t raci'r rates or chaiotge.y in subsidy rates for 
et heI'S, ;uil .... 

1MAII farciersi, e ntr- consideratfion . It probably ls4 r41hwi1hareful 

to giv. an extra subsidyn)ot [wr Lti iv i I f idm.|iist rif ve standpoint 

.,re inwtw ff icientt reduct d raotes. If Id i,.* - to
h' "sttq|ylilqy lr,).L -:i 

tiven to increased-on.itd r it ion shoutild proab ly hieat iact s;i all Ir yr ., 

at
di ret't ibrid.i es, r.A|lhit' thii the indirect subotId i-: f tractor rentals 

los t is worthy of
less than cost. Part ia c, epeii at ion for c rop 

conls ierat ion, 
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VI. SUMMARY, RECMMIFDATIONS AND CONC.USIONS 

In this report it has been demonsLrated that there are many
 

constraints on small farmers in the PLL program. The category of No PI.L 

farmers (those who were to some degree aware of the program but either 

chose not to or were unable to participate in the program) was shown to 

be different in many respects from PLI. farmers, and perceived different 

types of problems and constraints. No PLL farmers Interviewed tend to 

own and operate smaller farms than PI.L farmers, to be less educated, 

poess more rragmented land holdings, sell or'trade considerably less of 

their farm produce on the market (i.e., are more subsistence farmers), 

and own considerably ft±or tractors and tubewells. Hany of these differ

ences are profi:ably related to the fact that farm ownership size of PLI. 

farmers as reported to us was larger than that reported on OFRJ records. 

Thus, the PLL farmers sampled were large than the No PLI. farmers sampled. 

The farmers who did not participate in PL. are also more likely to hear 

about the PLL pr-',ram through second- end third-haiid sources (instead of 

from OFW Per*-, ...I directly). lthey are more -ely to mistrust OFWM 

personnel and government people in general, to be unaware of the full 

details of the PLL program, and to be opposed to credit facilities for
 

PLL. Their major perceived constraints, in order of importance, are 

(1) loss of a cropping season and double cropping of land, i.,.., no 

available land for PL.L, (2) a lack of knowledge aboupt the PLL program 

and not being convinced of the benefits of PL1, (3) tractor and/or
 

implement rentalt is too costly, (4) a mistrust of OF'WN and a feeling
 

that the reputation of OFwM workers is not ood, (5) the rate of subsidy 

is too low, and, (6) a lack of approach to OFUM. 
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At this point, the author would 1 ke to make some subjective and 

personal observations which may help to put some of the findings of the 

survey in better perspective. Even though we are unable to say defini

tively that PLL farmors tend to be larger than No PLI. farmers in ters 

of farm size, due ito unfortunate sampling difficulties, we (the researchers) 

feel that this is a true statement, In several village areas we found a
 

relative abundance of No PLI. farmers in the very small category. but were 

hard put to locate and interview even one P1.1. farmer in the small 

category (ownership acreage size between 12.5 and 25 acres). Large No 

PLL farmers were extremely rare in those areas visited where PLL work had 

been done. It was our subjective fiflng that PLL farmers tended to be 

larger, more educated, less fragmented, less subsistence oriented, more
 

wealthy, more influential, and more progressive than No PI.L farmers. We 

found that OFW.4 personnel tend to cater to the needs of the larger and 

more influential farmers for P1.1, btit that all farmers had a good opinion 

of the OFWHI people and the type of work they do. The reputation of OFH 

Is considerably higher than that of any other government agency which 

works extensively with farmers. We found the farmers In the ahiniot area 

very difficult to Interview and deal with, and we sympathize with the 

problems faced by .hte A.T.O. in that area. We found almost all rhe No 

P1.!. farmers genuinely interestid in finding out rmore about both the PLL 

and watercourse improvement prog rarns. 

The major benefits of P.1. as perceived bc far-,%ers are. (1) redu'ed 

time to irrigate (less water per acre), () bet rt-r trp product ion and 

higher yield, (3) easier operatiom of tr.ivor 'min cptcItt (in rease in 

plot size) and more effect iwe tit iIi 'at ion of 1,od,.rn ari! utural equip

ment , (4) reduct ion in hi red labo.r cost , i) iqpr.veri*1 of sat ii±;, ant'. 

(6) reduction in family laLor tiviv. he air pr, vd costs of P.. 

http:1,od,.rn


are, in order of importance, (1) tractor fuel Aind labor time, (2) tractor
 

rental., (3) getting the subsidy check cashed frost the bank, (4) OFVW 

and (6) less of a cropping
equipment rental, (5) hired labor costs, 


season. The subsidy averaged approximately one-half of the direct costs
 

of PLL, but only about one-third of the toto,! eosts. The indirect coasts 

of PLL were larger than expected-about half the average direct costs 

of PLL. 

Fariers' suggestions generally fell into two classes, those requesting
 

increased subsidies of one type or another, and these relating to the need
 

for OFIOI personnel to be more effective in contacting farmers and explaining
 

the program.
 

T1his author is of the personal op!nion that the PLL program is an 

excellent program, and that with se-veral modifications will continue to 

raise agricultural productivity and promote the more efficient use of 

limited supplieis of water throughout the Punjab province. It is hoped
 

that with modification the program will be able to more effectively
 

reach the small and very small farmerot. 

Farmers seem generally willing and anxious to avail themselves of
 

mout of them do not, of course, qualifymore (future) PLL, even though 

to somehow subdivide more offor future subsidies unless they are able 

in the names of other family relations.their land holdings 

In addition to the suggestions made by surveyed farmers themselves, 

this author would like to make the following recommendations: 

Since the project is aimed at the small farmer, conbiderable1. 


more effort should be made to determine precise ownership acreages. OFWHl 

should be given access to all land ownership records (i.e., from the 

Revenue Department) and have the legal power to obtain such records at
 

at this tire to operational size . time. r~o attention should be given 
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of holdings since this will no doubt prove very difficult and time
 

consumingfor OFIWI to verify. As was recognized earlier in this report,
 

OFM has experienced great difficulty in verifying ownership acreages,
 

and consequently has tended to merely accept farmer's testimonies. In
 

the face of the time-consuming veriflation process, this policy is
 

certainly reasonable. However, if extensive effort is to be made to
 

reach small farmers and insure that only they participate IrP the ceat

sharing program, a reevaluation of the present Iv.llcy with more emphaste 

being given to the verification process is in order. 

2. More effort should be made by OFWh6 to reach and inform ail 

farmers and especially small farmers about th'p full details of the PLL 

project. This pertains also to the improvement of watercourses. It is
 

to be expected that the larger, more educate4, and more "progressive"
 

farmers will usually be the first ones In a tllage or chak to seek out 

the OFWH people In order to ellcite more details about the program and
 

to make the actual decision to do some prechsion land leveling. OFWM
 

Is correct in going to assist in the PLL work of these farmers and in
 

granting them a subsidy if they so qualify, However, there Is no reason
 

why the OFWX4 workers cannot make atttmpts to, for example, call a general 

meeting In the village or chak where they have gone to do PLL work, in 

which they can effectively explain the PL4 program Including its benefits 

and costs, to at least those farmers who were interested enough to attend
 

such a meeting. Several meetings may lhave to he held, upon request, in 

order to reach all interested farmers. At the conclusion of these meet

ings, efforts should be made by OW teams tothe level the lands of all 

those who have completed an applicat ion torn for Pt!I in one particular 

village areo, before proceeding to other villag, areas. 
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There should be no discrimination against small farmers who have
 

expressed the desire for P.1. and completed an application form. Because
 

of PLL target goal stipulations, winy OFWM officers are tempted to give
 

more consideration to those farmers who are willing to level more acres,
 

and to give less consideration to small farmers who wish to level less
 

than four or five acres. While there are problems with the target-goal
 

procedure, there would irobably be more serious problems without it, since
 

without target goals there would b4! little or no incentive for OFWH
 

personnel to perform PU. work. 

3. Since the demand for PL. is greater than the supply of PLI. 

teams and equipment and the demand will increase further with more attempts 

of OFIWN to reach small farmers; more personnel, implements, and training 

Ahould be made available for PLL work. It is only Sy adequately meeting 

the demand of all farmers for PLL that the small farmer will be attended 

to and benefited. When the deman'W exceeds the supply, the tendency is 

for larger, more influential farmers to benefit more than smaller, less
 

influential farmers.
 

4. The rate of subsidy (based upon the volume of earth moved as 

determined by surveying techniques) should be higher for "very small" 

farmers than for "small" farmers (author's definitions of very small and 

small). This would effectively allow for smaller farmers to overcome 

their major constraints of losing a cropping season due to PL. and not 

being able to afford the costly rental of tractors. If feasible, an 

advance subsidy should be offered to very small farmers. If this is not 

feasible, then credit arrangements should be made easily available for 

PLI.. This could be implemented in addition to the granting of advance 

subsidies. The authors do not feel that additional subsidies should be 
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granted for the decrease in yield resulting during the first cropping
 

season after PLL (in the form of cash or chesical fertilizer), nor for
 

thew by
t3pairing tractors owned by farmers after tht great strain put on 


the PLI, work, nor for the loss of trees uprocted as a prerequisite of PI.
 

vork, since these are not among the major constraints on farmers in the
 

ILL program.
 

5. The procedure of getting subsidy checks cashed must be simplified.
 

Over and over again this was a major complaint we heard from farmers about
 

the program. The OFWM personal ledger accounts (P.L.A.) used for the
 

payment of subsidies should be operated exclusively through private banks,
 

instead of the current procedure of all subsidy checks being required
 

to go to the Revenue Department for approval and release of funds.
 

6. To coincide with attempts to reach all farmers, and especially
 

smaller farmers, more efforts should be made ts develop and make available
 

bullock-drawn scrapers, since tried and tested b~ullock power and labor
 

intensive technologies may appeal more to very small farmers than tractor
 

power and capital intensive technologies. The ,..;tablishment and encour

agement of private agencies and contractors to lerform P1LL. would tend to 

ease the pressure on existing OFPW teams to sevice the demands of all 

farmers. Private agencies could concentrate on servicing both those
 

farmers who do not qualify for a government sul,.:idy and those farmers
 

who prefer not to be dependent on OFWM for PLI.. Such private agencies
 

could be encouraged at first by tax incentives amd by OFW4X advertising
 

the existence of private services in areas wherv. they are doing PLL work 

Effective implementation of these recommes,,,tions will not only 

improve the quality of the existing PLL progr ,.bot will a.o serve to 

in additrirn to largermore effectively reach and benefit small farmer:., 
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farmers who have been in the past the principal recipients of the benefits
 

of the PLL program. There have been difficulties with the program in
 

reaching and benefiting the target group of small farmers. However, any 

program designed to reach and benefit small farmers will undoubtedly 

encounter similar difficulties. With this in mind, it would be a mistake 

to misinterpret the criticisms and shortcomings of the program or to 

suspend or terminate the program due to these problems. The current PLL 

program is in a critical phase: it is hepsinning to gain recognition and 

acceptance in many village areas, and with some modifications it can not 

only continue to gain popularity but can ,!,o better reach the targeted 

group of farmers. Suspension or termination of the program at this phase 

would strike a major blow to farmers In general, OFWIM morale, and to 

the other (future) development programs aimed at small farmers in 

Pakistan.
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Appendix A
 

Appendix Tables
 

Table AL 	 Number, size, and location of PLL parcels with respect to
 
position on the watercourse (PLL only).
 

Parcel Size Improved 	 Unimproved Total
 
(Acres) Watercourse 	 Watercourse
 

Read Hid- Tail To- Head Hid- Tail To- Head Hid- Tail To
die tal die tal dle tal
 

No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No.
 

0 - 5 8 9 2 19 6 7 10 23 14 16 12 42
 
Hore than 5 2 2 3 7 3 13 6 22 5 15 9 29
 

Total 10 5 26 9 20 16 45 19 31 21 71
 

Parcel Size 	vs. Position on W/C: X'-2.425 2df s.l.=.50 (NS)
 
Type of W/C vs. Parcel Size: X2=2.444 ldf s.l.=.50 (NS)
 
Type of W/C vs. Position on W/C: X2-3.601 2df s.l.=.25 (NS)
 
Type of W/C vs. Parcel Size & Position on W/C: XI=5.593 2df s.l.=.10
 

Table A2. 	 Farmers' status (PLI. vs. No PL) - Column Percentages.
 

PLL No PLL
 
Status Faisal. Sahiwal Total Faisal. Sahiwal Total
 
category No. (2) No. (%) No. (%) No. (%) H. (%) No. (Z)
 

Full time 23 (77) 22 (73) 45 (75) 22 (73) 24 (80) 46 (71)
 
Part time 7 (23) 8 (27) 15 (25) 8 (27) 6 (20) 14 (23)
 

Total 30 (100) 30 (100) 60 (100) 30 (100) 30 (100) 60 (100)
 

FLL/No PLL vs. farmer status: X2 _0.000 ldf s.l.-l.00 (NS)
 
Farmer status vs. C.O.: X2-0.000 ldf s.l."1.00 (NS)
 
PLL/No PLL vs. farmer status vs. C.0.: v2-0.048 ldf s.l.= .90 (NS)
 

http:s.l."1.00
http:s.l.-l.00
http:s.l.=.10
http:s.l.=.25
http:s.l.=.50
http:s.l.=.50
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-
Table A3. Actual degree of OFWM partici4patlon and farm size (PLL only) 


Corner Percentages....
 
Code 4 Total
Code 3
Code I Code 2 


(M)
No. (Z) No. (Z) J -. No. (M) No. 

Ownership size 
3 	 (5) 17 (28)12 (20) 1 -(2)Very 	small 1 (2) 


(53)
2 	 (3) 27 (45) 2 (3) 1 (2) 32

Small 


0 	 (0) 11 (18)
Large 	 0 .()L 11 (18) 0 (0) 

4 	 (7) 60 (100)
3 	 (5) 50 (83) 3 (5)
Total 


Operational size
 
1 	 (2) 0 (0) 3 (5) 4 (7)


Very small 0 (0) 

Sml 1 	 2 (3) 13 (22) 3 (5) 1 (2) 19 (32) 

10 0 (0) 37 (62)
Large 	 I (2) 36 (6 0) 

(7) 60 (10)3 ( 50 (83) 3 (5) 4Tota l 

1. 	OFWH provides tractor with implements, surveying, 
& technical
 

Codes: 

guidance. 

2. OFWIN provides i'Ll. implements, surveying and technical 

guidance (no tractor). 
3. 	 OFW.4 provides technical guidance only. 

4. 	 Farmer arranges for PL work privately, OFWK does a final 

inspection only, and if approved subsidy is granted. 

6.465 6df
 
Ownership size vs. Degree of OFWH participation: X

2 


s.I. - .50 (NS) 
Operational size vs. Degree of OFWN participation: 

X 41.770 6df
 

s.1. - .001 
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Table A4. Actual degree of OFW participation and educational level 
(PLL only) - Corner Percentages. 

Code 1 Code 2 Code 3 Code 4 Total 
No. (2) No. (%) No. (Z) No. (Z) No. (Z) 

None 1 (2) 4 (7) 3 (5) 2 (3) 10 (17) 

Primary + Hatric. 1 (2) 30 (50) 0 (0) 1 (2) 32 (53) 

Above Matrlc. 1 (2) 16 (27) 0 (0) 1 (2) 18 (30) 

Total 3 (5) 50 (83) 3 (5) 4 (7) 60 (100) 

Education vs. Degree of OFWM participation: X2 - 21.775 6df s.1. - .001 

Table AS. Actual degree of OFWM participation and tractor ownership 
(PLL only) - Corner Percentages. 

Code 1 Code 2 Code 3 Code 4 Total 
No. (2) No. (2) No. (2) No. (2) No. (2) 

0 2 (3) 11 (18) 3 (5) 3 (5) 19 (32) 

1+ 1 (2) 39 (65) 0 (0) 1 (2) 41 (68) 

Total 3 (5) 50 (83) 3 (5) 4 (7) 60 (100) 

Tractor ownership vs. Degree of OFWN participation: X2 . 13.802 3df 
s.1. = .01 



Tab le At). t);is to ,s;tart PI.I. work and f-arm s; Ize (I'I.L only) 

I wtut-k or l(,s/. ,',k !. c(kkf.- ,'-., ' 
N;o. (.) :o. () No. (() 

Vcrv ;ma1 1 10 (18) 4 (7) 2 (4) 

S.:I 1 23 (41) 4 (7) 1 (2) 

L: rv, 10 (18) 0 (0) 1 (2) 

Tot.al 43 (77) 8 (14) 4 (7) 

Ope rait lona 1 

Ve ry srnma1 1 (2) 1 (2) 1 (2) 

Sna 11 13 (23) 4 (7) 1 (2) 

1-trg, 29 (52) 3 (5) 2 (4) 

To3. 1 4,3 (77) 8 (14) 4 (7) 

("ier.hip size vs. days to sta:rt 1'1.1. work: 2. .784 
Operaitional size vs. days to st.'irt I1.1. work: ,6.955 

- Corner Pe.rcentxges. 

Mlore th:an 

:, TotaI 
No.. N) (7) 

0 (0) 16 (29) 

1 (2) 29 (52) 

0 (0) 11 (20) 

1 (2) 56 (100) 

0 (0) 3 (5) 

0 (0) 18 (32) 

1 (2) 35 (63) 

1 (2) 56 (100) 

6d f s. .. (NS) 
6df s.0.-.O (NS) 
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Table 	A7. Duration of PI.1, work (PII only) - Row Percentages, 

1-7 	 days 8-25 days More than 25 days Total 
.g.°5.NO. Z o.(') No. M 

(57) 4 (19) 21 (100)Fais.ilaibad 5 (24) 12 

Sahiwal 4 (13) 15 (50) Hi (37) 30 (100)
 

Total 9 (18) 27 (53) 15 (29) 51 (10c)
 

= 
tiration of I'LL work vs, C.O.: < 2.191 2 df s.!. .50 (%'S) 

work farm (ownership operation) 
Corner Pterccna[ages. 

Table 	AS. Duration of 111.1. and size and 

8-2s days More . than 25 days Total- avs S" 	 :S. 

Owne rih i; si e 

Very sm-..i 1 (2) 6 (12) 4 (8) 11 (22) 

Small 8 (16) 15 (29) 7 (14) 30 (59) 

la rgo. 0 (0) 6 (12) 4 (8) 10 (20) 

Total 9 (18) 27 (53) 15 (29) 51 (100) 

Operational size 

1 	 (2) 0 (0) 1 (2)
Very s-.a 0 (0) 

5 (6) (27)114
Small 3 (6) 8 (16) 


!-irge 6 (12) 18 (35) 12 (24) 36 (71) 

lotal 9 '18) 27 (53) 15 (29) 51 (100) 

Duration of P1.1. work vS. ownership size: ,2=4.691 4df s.l.=.50 (NS) 

s !.=.90 (NS)
Duratsion of P1.1. -,rk vs. operational size:. 1.619 .df 

Table A9. D)ir tion of P,1.1. work and PT1. ;icrta;ivs - Corme r PerCtt-W.n t";. 

a's "otal1-7 days 8-25 days More tt-n 25 

PLL, No. (r:wes !"o. ) No ( 

o 	 '0 ": (27) 3 (e,) "' (43) 

Eof l, P2 (8) e 13 (2, I. 4) 157) 2IGreatr 	 ( 2.7 (00 15 (29) -)! (100)Tota', 


Duration of 111.1. work vs. PILt acreaget: 4.67, d -I -=.1
 

http:s.l.=.50
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Table A10 ,, Main reasons for not doing PLL and farm 
and operational (No PL. only) (total rep 

e - ownership 
e). 

Code 

Ownership Slze l 

Very
Small Small Large ThItal 

No. No. No. po. 

Very. 
Small 
No. 

eratiohal Size 

Small Large Total 
No. No. No. 

Land doubl4\ cropped (no ,, 
available 0and); loss ofA 
one croppInil season
 

Fields levet,enough; not 
convinced of its benefits; 
lack of knowledge; only 
recently camp to know 
about PLL program; sipl) 
not Interest\d (with no
 

particular expltanatlon);
 
land can be leveled by 
seli; laziness; too busy 

for PLL 


Tractor and/or implement
 
rental too costly/not 

available
 

Histrust of OFW (and
 
govt. people in general);
 
reputation of OPW work
ers for doing job prop-

erly, on time, and when 

requested is not good
 

Rate of subsidy too low 


Lack of approach to OWN 

24 18 2 .j4 18 13 13 44 

20 19 2 !11 12 19 10 41 

21 16 0 

I 

I 

)7 18 42 7 37 

14 

10 

14 

-

8 

a 

4 

0 

0 

0 

22 

:18 

18 

9 

9 

7 

9 

15 

7 

4 

3 

4 

22 

18 

18 

66 41 180
103 73 4 180 73
Total 


Hain reasons for not doing PLL vs. Odership size (VSS,L): 

X a 8.604 10kf al. - .90 (NS) 

main reasons for not doing PLL vs. Owndership size (VS&S):
 

X' - 4.623 5df al. - .50 (NS)
 

Main reasons for not dotng PLL vs. Operation~al size:
 

.90 (NS)
5.994 lOdf al. 
x 
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Table All. Main reasons for not doing PLL and degree of cash farming 
(Z crops sold)(total responses)(No LL only) - Corner 
Percentages. 

' 

Cod 

0-402 
No. (Q) 

50-!tK)Z 
No. (%) 

Total 
No. (2) 

Land double cropped (no available land); 
loss of one cropping-season. 18- (10) 24 (14) 42 (24) 

Field level enough; not convinced of its 
benefits; lack of knowledge; only recently 
came to know about PLL program; simply 
not ,nterested (with no particular ex-
planation); land can be leveled by self; 
laziness; too busy for PLL 

17 (10) 20 (11) 37 (21) 

Tractor and/or implement 
costly/not available 

rental too 
19 (11) 18 (10) 37 (21) 

Mistrust of OFWM (and govt. people In 
general); reputation of OFWM workers 
for doing job properly, on time, and 
when requested is not good 

8 (5) 14 (8) 22 (13) 

Rate of subsidy too low 9 (5) 9 (5) 18 (10) 

Lack of approach to OFWH 12 (7) 6 (3) 18 (10) 

Total 83 (48) 91 (52) 174 (100)
 

Main reasons for not doing PLL vs. Degree of cash farming:
 
4.405 5df s.l. w .50 (NS) 
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Table A12. Main reasons for not doing PLL and education level (total
 
responses) (No PLL only) - Corner Percentages.
 

dNo. 
None 

Primary 
& atric 
No. (2) 

Above 
atric Total 

No. (2). Vq.(2) 

Land double cropped (no avail-
able land); loss of one crop- 17 (10) 22 (12) 3 

l 
(2) 42 (24) 

ping season 

Fields level enough; not con
vinced of its benefits; lack 
of knowledge; only recently 
came to know about PLL program; 
simply not interested (with no 
particular explanation); land 
can be leveled by self, lazi
ness; too busy for PLL 

13 

Tractor and/or implement rental 
too costly/not available 12 

Mistrust of OFWM (and govt. 
people in general); reputation 
of OFIW workers for doing job 
properly, on time, and when 
requested is not good 

10 

Rate of subsidy too low 5 

Lack of approach to OFWH 10 

(3) 26 (14) 2 (1) 41 (23) 

(7) 24 

(6) 10 

(3) 12 

(6) 9 

(13) 

(6) 

(7) 

(5) 

1 

2 

0 

0 

(1) 

(1) 

(0) 

(0) 

37 

22 

17 

19 

(21) 

(12) 

(10) 

(11) 

Total 67 (38) 103 (58) 8 (4) 178 (100) 

Main reasons for not doing PLL vs. Education: X2 - 8.295 lOdf 
s.l. - .90 (NS) 
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Table A13. Main reaacins for not doing PLL and type of watercourse (total 
responsoi)(No PLL only) - Corner Percentages, 

Improv. Unimprov. Improv. & 
W.C. W.C. Unkip.W.C. Total 

Code o. () N .Z) No, () No. () 

Land double cropped (not avail
able land); loss of one cropping 11 (7) 27 (16) j 2 (1) 40 (24)
 

season
 

Fields level enough; not convinced
 
of its benefits; lack of knowledge;
 
only recently came to know about
 
PLL program; simply not interested 10 (6)1 29 (17) 0 (0) 39 (23)
 

(with no particular explanation);
 
land can be leveled by self;
 
laziness; too busy for PLL
 

Tractor and/or Implement rental 
too costly/not available 4 (2) 26 (15) 2 (1) 32 (19) 

Mistrust of OFUM (and govt.people 
in general); reputation of OFIIM 
workers for doing job properly, 4 (2) i7 (10) 0 (0) 21 (12) 

on time, and when requested is 
not good 

Rate of subsidy too low 3 (2) 13 (8) 1 (1) 17 (10) 

Lack of approach to OFUM 6 (4) 14 (8) 0 (0) 20 (12) 

38 (22) 126 (75) 5 (3) 169 (100)Total 


Main reasons for not doing PLL vs. Type of watercourse: X2 - 8.061 lOdf
 

s.l. - .90 (NS) 
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Table AMA. 	 Main reasons for not doing PLL and tractor ownership (total 
responses) (No PLL only) - Corner Percentages. 

I 1+ Total 

Code () No. (Z) No.-o. 

Land Jouble cropped (no available land); 
less of one croIpping eeason 35 (20) 7 (4) 42 (23) 

Fields level enough; not convinced of its 
benefits; lack of knowledge; only recently 
came to know about PLL program; simply not 
interested (vith nu particular explana-
tion); land can be leveled by self; 
laziness; too bussy to PLL 

35 (20) 7 (4) 42 (23) 

Tractor and/or implement rental too
 
costly/not available 	 34 (9) 2 (1) 36 (20) 

Mistrust of OFWH (and govt. people in
 
general); reputation of OFWM workers for
 
doing job properly, on time, and when 15 (8) 7 (4) 22 (12)
 

requested is not good
 

Rate of subsidy too low 17 (9) 1 (1) 18 (10) 

Lack of approach to OW'H 17 (9) 2 (1) 19 (11) 

Total 153 (85) 26 (15) 179 (100) 

ilin reasons for not doing PLI. vs. Tractor ownership: 'X2 - 9.353 df 
s.l. - .10 
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Table A15. Main reasons for not doing PLL and percentage: of water needs
 
met in Rabi and K)ar,f (total responses)(No PLL only) -
Corner Percentages.
 

0-
Total of Rabi 6 Kharif 
752 762-100% Total 

Code No No. () No. (2) 

Land double cropped (no available land); 
loss of ;.-Ine cropping season 29 (8) 55 (15) 84 (23) 

Fields level enough; not convinced of its 
beneffits; lack of knowledge; only recently 
came ! know about PLL program; simply not 
interfrsted (with no particular explanation); 
land Xan be leveled by self; laziness; 
too busy for PLL 

39 (11) 43 (12) 82 (23) 

Tractor and/or implement rental too costly/ 
not available 34 (9) 40 (11) 74 (21) 

Mistrust of OFWM (and govt. people in
 
general); reputation of OIW workers for
 
doing job properly, an time, and when 17 (5) 27 (8) 44 (12)
 
requested is not good
 

Rate of subsidy too low 9 (3) 27 (8) 36 (10)
 

Lack of approach to OFIM 22 (6) 16 (4) 38 (11) 

Total 150 (42) 208 (58)358 (100) 

Main reasons for not doing PLL vs. percent of wncer needs met: )
2 - 11.864 

5 df a.l. .05
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Appendix B
 

English Questionnaire
 

I.D. No.
 

Questionnaire No.
 

QUESTIOMMIRE FOR FARMERS WHO HAD PLL 
Code
 

AI. A. OFUM Coordinator Office 
1. 	Faisalabad 2. Sahiwal
 

BB. 	 OFIJN Area Team Office 
1. 	Jaranwala 2. Toba Tek Singh 3. Chiniot
 
4. 	 Sahiwal 5. Chichawatni 6. Khaneval 

CC. 	PLI, Particcipation 

1. 	 Have had PLL done 
2. 	Aware of PLL but have not had PLL done
 

D. Categorization of respondent farmer 	 D
 

1. 	Very suall (less than 12.5) 2. Small (12.5-25) 

3. 	Large (more than 25) 

11. 	 A. Interviewer Date A
 

B
B. 	District 


C
C. 	Tehsil__ 


DD. 	Village or Chak 


III. 	 A. Farmer's name Father's Name
 

B
B. 	Education 

1. 	None 2. Primary (1-5) 3. Middle/Hatric (6-10)
 

4. 	Above Hatric
 

IV. A. Total area owned (acres) 	 A
 

B. 	Total area operated but not owned (acres) B
 

C. 	Total area rented (acres) C
 

D. 	Total operated area (this village and elsewhere)
 

(Sum of A, B, and C) D
 

V. 	A. Distance from village or chak to OFWI office A
 
(miles) (to be filled in by interviewer)
 

B. 	Distance of village or chak from nearest pakka road B
 
(miles)
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C. 	Total Watercourses in village area
 
1. Number of improved 	 Cl
 
2. Number of partially improved 	 C2
 
3. Number of unimproved 	 C3
 
4. Total 	 C4 

D. 	Number of parcels with location;
 

No. of Parcels
 

Improved WC Unimproved WC Total
 
1. acre or less Dla DIb 	 Dic
 
2. - I acre D2a _D2b_ 	 _ D2c
 
3. 	1 - 5 acres D3a D3b D3c
 
4. 	More than 5 acres D4a Db D4c
 
5. 	Total D5a D5b D5c 

E. 	 Total areas PLL 
I. 	According to farmer
 

a. 	Total acres PLL El
 
b. 	flow much money did you pay to level your land?
 

(Direct Costs; See Page B5 sum of costs 1-5). E2
 
c. 	How much did OFWM pay for PLL? (Rupees)
 

(Subsidy amount) E3
 

2. 	According to OFWH records
 
d. Total acres PLL 	 E4
 
e. Total acres cost shared 	 E5
 
f. Total acres owned 	 E6
 

F. 	Number and location of PLL Parcels on Improved WC
 

Position on WC
 
Acreage Head Middle Tail Total
 

1. 1jacre or less Fla Fib Flc Fld 
2. h - 1 acre 	 F2a F2b F2c F2d 
3. 1 - 5 acres F3a F3b F3c F3d 
4. More than 5 acres F4a F4b F4c F4d
 
5. Total 	 F5a F5b F5c FSd
 

G. 	Number and location of PLL Parcelv on Unimproved WC
 

Position on WC
 
Acreage Head Middle Tail Total
 

1. acre or less Gla Glb Glc Gld
 
2. - 1 acre 	 G2a G2b G2c G2d 
3. 1 - 5 acres G3a G3b G3c G3d
 
4. More than 5 acres G4a G4b G4c G4d
 
5. Total 	 G5a G5b G5c G5d
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H. 	Percentoge of Kharif and Rabi crops sold or traded
 

(including fruits and vegetables) 2 of crop sold
 

HI
1. 	 Wheat 
112
2. 	 Rice 
H33. 	Sugarcane 

H44. 	Corn (Maize) 

H55. 	 Cotton 
H66. 	 Fodder 
1177. 	 Vegetables 
118
8. 	 Fruits 
H99. 	All others 

HIO10. Total 


I. 	Farmer Status
 
Code: 1. Full-time 2. Part-time
 

J. 	Percentage of family income from farm 31
 

Code: 1. 1002 2. 50-99% 3. 25-492 4. less than 252
 

K. 	Number of tractors owned and/or jointly owned K
 

L. 	From where do you get your water supply? L
 

Code: 1. Canal only; 2. own tubewell (TtW) only;
 

3. 	purchase 'N water only; 4. canal plus own 1W; 

5. can,,l plus purchase 1W; 6. Own NW plus purchase
 

IN; 7. Canal plus own IV plus purchase TW;
 

8. Othtor (specify).
 

H. 	Do you get enough water for your ctops each season? 
HI1. 	RabL Season 

M2
2. Kharif Season 

Codo: 1. 252 or less 2. 26-50% 3. 51-752 4. 76-1002 

Vl. A. How did you first hear about PLL? 	 Al
 
A2
Code: 

A3
0. 	Not applicable/no response 


1. 	From fellow villagers, friends, relatives,
 
etc., in this village.
 

2. 	From someone outside this village (aside from
 

OFN or Goverpeont auenctes). 
3. 	Was approached by an OFWH person.
 

4. 	Happened to meet an OFWIH person.
 
5. 	Saw the OFWX office sign -nd inquired within.
 

6. 	Witnessed PLL work in progress.
 
7. 	Radio, T1V, other advertisement.
 
8. 	Approached OFWH office.
 
S. 	From other government person.
 



B. 	 What arrangements were made between you and OFWH to 
get your land precision leveled? B 

Code: 
1. 	 OFMH provides tractor with implements, surveying 

equipment, and technica3 guidance. 
2. 	 OlWt provided PLL impl&menta and technical 

guidance (no tractor) 
3. 	 OFWH provides technical guidance only 
4. 	 Farmer arranges for PLL work privately, and 

OFWH does the final inspection only, and if 
approved, subsidy is granted.
 

VII. A. What benefits were you expecting to receive from PLL? 
(or) Why did you get your PLL? 	 Al
 
I. 	Host important benefit/reason A2
 
2. 	Second moat important A3 
3. Third most important A4 
Code: A5 
I. 	Better crop production (higher yields) 
2. 	Increas" in cropping intensity
 
3. 	To rec,aim waste or defective land 
4. 	Reduced time to irrigate (less water per acre)
 
5. 	Easier operation of tractor and equipment
 

(increase in plot size)
 
6. 	Easier operation of bullocks and equipment
 

(increase in plot size)
 
7. 	Reduction in family labor time
 
8. 	Reduction in hired labor costs
 
9. 	Improvement of status
 
10. Other (specify)
 

B. 	How long did it take for the OFWN team to start
 
PLL work on your land? B
 

C. 	How many days did it take (OFWH) to complete the 
PLL work? 

D. 	Degree of participation of OFWM in PLL work D
 
Code:
 
1. 	OFW1 provided tractor, implements, and technical
 

guidance.
 
2. 	OFW provided only implements and guidance
 

(not tractor).
 
3. 	OFV4 provided only technical guidance.
 
4. 	OFWH did final inspection only.
 

C 
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E. 	Implements used for PLL and source of each 

Implemnts 	 Number Source 
Elb1. Tractor 	 Ela 

2. 	 Blade (land plane) E2a E2b 
E3b3. Scraper 	 E3a 


4. Krah (bullock) 	 E4a _Eb
 

5. Chisel Plow ESa 	 E5b 
6. 	 DiA'c (ridger) Ea E6b 

E7a E7b7. 	 Bulldozer 
Code: (for sources)
 
0. None/not applicable 1. Own 2. Private 	rental 

3. 	 OFWM or other government agency rental 
4. 	Own and private rental 5. Own and OFWM rental
 

6. Private and OFWM 7. Own and private and 	OF'WM 

F. 	 What benefits did you actually realize after PLL? 
Fl1. 	 Host important benefit 
F22. 	 Second most important 
F33. 	 Third most important 
F4
Code: 

F5
0. 	 No benefit/not applicable 

1. 	Better crop production (higher yields)
 

2. 	 Incrviae in cropping intensity 
3. 	Reclaim waste or defeccive land
 

4. 	Reduced time to irrigate (less water per acre)
 

5. 	Easier operation of tractor and equipment
 
(increase in plot size)
 

6. 	Easier operation of bullocks and equipment
 

(increase in plot size)
 
7. Reduction in family labor 	time
 
8. 	Reduction in hired labor costs
 
9. 	Improvement of status
 
10. Other (spocify)
 

G. What main costs and/or difficulties did you encounter in
 

PLL 	 (during and after)? 
G11. 	 ost important ccst to farmer 

G2
2. 	 Second most important 

3. Third most important G3 

Code: 
0. No cost/not applicableri. Only tractor fuel and labor time (Rs.)_________ 

2. 	 Tractor Rental (Rs.)
Direct 


OFWM equipment rental (Rs.)
rect3. Equipment from privatt sources (Rs.)Cos4s 

15. Hired labor costs (Rs) 
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G. Costs (continued)
 

6. Cost of entertaining OFWM officials (Rs.)
 
7. Kickbacks to OFWM (Rs.)
 
8. OFUM takes too long to come to do the PLL work. 
9. Difficulty in getting subsidy check from OFWH (Rs.) 

Indirect 	 10. Difficulty in getting subsidy check cashed from 
costs bank (Rs) 

11. Loss of a cropping season (Rs.)
 
12. Maintenance costs of keeping land level (Rs.)
 
13. All others (Rs.) 

14. Total 	(Rs.) G4 

H. Are you Interested in getting more PLL? 	 H 
0. Not applicable 1. Yes 2. No.
 

1. If no, 	why not? I1 
I. Most important reason 	 12 
2. Second 	most Important 13 
3. Third most important 

J. Also, if no, what would encourage you to adopt more PL? 
1. Most important condition 	 Ji
 
2. Second 	most important J2 
3. Third most important 	 J3 

VIIX. A. 	If you were to ever utilize more PLL, then from which
 
source would you prefer to have your land PLL? A
 
Code: 0. Not applicable 1. Self 2. private source
 
3. OFWN 4. self and private 5. self and OPFH
 
6. private and OFWM 7. self and private and OFWH
 

IX. Credit availability and arrangements for PLL 	 A 
B 
C 

X. Extension service (field inspection) after PLL 	 A 
B 
C 

XI. Suggestions 	 A
 
B 
C 
D 
E 
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I.D. No. 

Questionnaire No. 

9UESTIONNAIRE FOR FARMERS WHO HlAVE NOT HAD PLL (No PLL) 
Code 

1. 	 A. OFWM Coordinator Office A
 
I.-Faisaltbad- 2. Sahiwal
 

B. 	OFWH Area Team Office B 

1, Jaranwala 2. Toba Tek Singh 3. Chiniot 
4. 	 Sahiwal 5. Chchawatni 6. Khanewal 

C
C. 	PLL Participation 

I. 	Have had PLL done
 
2. 	Aware of PL but have not had PLL done
 

D. Categorization of respondent farmer 	 D
 
1. 	Very small (less than 12.5) 2. Smill (12.5-25) 
3. 	Large (more than 25)
 

A11. 	 A. Interviewer Date 

BB. 	 District 
C 
D 

C. 	Tehsil 

D. Village or Chak 

M1l. A. Farmer's Name_ Father's Name 

B
B. 	Education 

1. 	None 2. Primary (1-5) 3. Hiddle/Hatric (6-10) 
4. 	Above Matric
 

IV. 	A. Total area owned (acres) A
 

B. 	Total area operated but not owned (acres) B
 

C. 	Total area rented (acres) C
 

D. 	Total operated area (this village and elsewhere) 

(sum of A, B, and C) D 

V. 	A. Distance from village or chak to OFWM office A
 

(miles) (to be filled in by interviewer)
 

B. 	Distance of village or chak from nearest pakka B
 

road (miles)
 

C. 	Total watercourses in village area
 

1. Number of improved 	 Cl
 

2. Number of partially improved 	 C2
 

3. Number of unimproved 	 C3
 
C4
4. 	Total 
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D. 	Number of parcels with location:
 

No. of Parcels
 
Acreage Improved WC Unimproved WC Total
 

1. 	h acre or less Dia Dlb Dic
 
2. 	 h- 1 acre D2a D2b_ D2c 
3. 	1 - 5 acres D3a D3b_ D3c
 
4. bre than 5 acres D4a 	 D4b D4c 
5. 	 Total DSa DSb D5c 

E. 	Percentage of Kharif and Rabi crops sold or traded
 
(including fruits and vegetables)
 

2 of crop sold
 
Crop
 

1. 	 Wheat El 
2. 	Rice E2
 
3. 	Sugarcane E3
 
4. 	Corn (Maize) E4
 
5. 	Cotton E5 
6. 	Fodder E6 
7. 	Vegetables E7
 
8. 	Fruit E8 
9. 	All others B 
10. Total 	 E'LO 

F. 	 Farmer Status F 
Code: 1. Full-time 2. Part-time 

G. 	Percentage of family income from farm G
 

Code: 1. 100% 2. 50-99% 3. 25-49% 4. less than 252
 

It. Number of tractors owned and/or jointly owned H
 

1. From where do you get your water supqply? I 
Code: 1. canal only; 2. own tubewell (TW) only; 
3. 	purchase TW water only; 4. canal plus own T1;
 
5. 	 canal plus purchase T; 6. own T1 plus purchase IV; 
7. 	 canal plus own TW plus purchase T1; 8. Other (specify) 

J. 	 Do you get enough water for your crops each season? 
1. 	 Rabi season Jil 
2. Kharif season J2
 
Code: 1. 25% or less 2. 26-50% 3. 51-75% 4. 76-100%
 

V1. A. How did you first hear about PLL? 	 Al
 
Code: 	 A2 
0. 	Not applicable/no response A3
 
1. 	From fellow villagers, friends, relatives,
 

etc., in this village 
2. 	From someone outside this village (aside from
 

OFWX or Government agencies)
 
3. 	Was approached by an OFWH person
 
4. 	Happened to meet an OFWM person 
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A. 	 How did you first hear about PLL? (cont'd) 
5. 	Saw the OFW1N office sign and inquired within 
6. 	 Witnessed PLL work in progress 
7. 	 Radio, TV, other advertisement 
8. 	 Approached OFWM office 
9. 	 From other government person 

VII. A. Have you ever tried to get PLL work doneI on your 1Mnd? 
1. Yes 2. No 	 A
 

B. 	If yes, why did not you succeed in getting it done?
 
I. 	 Host impo:-tpnt reason 81 
2. 	Second most important
 
3. Third most important B3
 

Code:
 
0. 	Not applicable/no reply
 
1. 	 Lack of approach to OFWN 
2. 	Application to OFWH given, but no re ponse received. 
3. 	 Unable to locate and meet with OFW 
4. 	 Was ruled ineligible for OFWH program, (land too rough to PLL) 
5. 	 OFWM ignored me because I an a small farmer and not politi

cally influential 
6. 	Laziness
 
7. 	OFWM is going to start PLL work on my land in the very near
 

future.
 

C. 	 If no, why haven't you tried to get PLL 'ork done on your land? 
(Why have you not availed yourself of PL?) 
1. Host important reason 	 Cl_ 
2. 	 Second most important reason C2 
3. 	 Third most important C3 
4. 	 Fourth most important C11 
5. Fifth most important C5 
Code: 
0. 	Not applicable/no reply
 
I. 	Fields already level enough; not convinced of its benefits;
 

!ack of knowiedge; only recently came to know about PU. 
program; simply not interested (with no particular reason); 
land can be leveled by self to satisfaction; laziness; 
too busy for PLL. 

2. 	 Land double-cropped (no available land); loss of cropping 
season
 

3. 	 Tractor and/or implement rental too costly/ not available 
4. 	 Lack of approach to OFIWM 
5. 	Rate of subsidy too low 
6. 	 Subsidy too difficult to get from OFWM 
7. 	Subsidy check too difficutt to get cashed from bank
 
8. 	Kistrust of OFW.4; reputation of OFWX.workers for doing it
 

properly, on time., and uhen requested is not good.
 
9. 	Other (specify)__
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to gt PI.I. for your land, from which sourceVIII. A. If you ever want 
Awould you prefer? 

Code: 
1. Self 2. Private source 3. OFW.M
 

4. Self ,.!nprivatt, 5. Self and OPW. 

6. Privatv and O}.M 7. Self and private and C-FWN' 

IX. Credit avaiiiitv and arr.nge.vnt ; 

X. Suggest ions 


for P1.1. A
 
B
 

A 
B
 

C 
D
 
E 


